BLUE EARTH CITY COUNCIL
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA
FOR MONDAY April 16, 2018@ 5:00 P.M.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
1. Call To Order by the Mayor.
1.1 Roll Call.
1.2 Determination of a Quorum.
1.3 Pledge of Allegiance.
2. Meeting opened to the Public.
2.1
3. Approval of the Minutes.
3.1 Minutes from the Work Session and Council Meeting of Monday, April 2, 2018.
4. Licenses and Permits.
5. Correspondence.
5.1 Sr. Center April News Letter
5.2 Fluff and Puff
6. Public Hearings.
6.1 Public Hearing for Blue Earth CIP Bond
6.2 Resolution 18-07
7. Reports from Staff Members.
7.1 City Attorney, Frundt & Johnson, Ltd. (Frundt & Johnson).
a. Ordinance concerning animal leashing in City of Blue Earth
7.2 City Engineer, Bolton & Menk, Inc. (Brown).
a. Project updates.
b. 5 year street plan
c. Authorize Feasibility Study
7.3 Monthly Liquor Store Report
8. Reports from Boards and Commissions. (See attachment in Committee report section).
8.1 Library Board Liaison (Cole). Meeting 5-14-18
8.2 Economic Development Authority Liaison (Scholtes & J. Huisman). Minutes 3-8-18
8.3 Housing and Redevelopment Authority Liaison (Scholtes). Minutes 3-12-18
8.4 Senior Center Board Liaison (Cassem).
8.5 Faribault County Fitness Center Board Liaison (Erichsrud).
8.6 Board of Public Works Liaison (Warner).
8.7 Other Boards and Commissions.
a. Joint Fire Service Advisory Board (Erichsrud).

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Planning Commission (Scholtes) Meeting 4-17-18
Charter Commission (Mayor Scholtes).
Board of Zoning Adjustments and Appeals (City Council).
Board of Building Appeals (Vice Mayor Glenn Gaylord).
Joint Airport Zoning Board (Glenn Gaylord).
Blue Earth Airport Advisory Commission (Warner).
Board of Review (City Council). Meeting 4-23-18

9. Reports from Standing Committees of the Council.
9.1. Parks & Recreation Subcommittee (Gaylord-Chair). Meeting 4-18-18
9.2. Street Improvement Subcommittee (Erichsrud). Minutes 3-15-18
9.3. Employee Benefits Review Subcommittee (Cole/Scholtes)
10. Consent Agenda.
10.1 PWD Travel Request
11. Old Business.
11.1 2018 Personnel Policy Updates redline version
11.2 Deer Management Options
a. Sites for potential City hunt
11.3 Resolution 18-06
a. bidder list
12. New Business.
12.1 Bruce & Julie Krosch waste water bill forgiveness request.
12.2 2018 Mosquito Control Contract
12.3 Liability Limitations
Next Work Session Agenda Items
13. Transfer of Funds and Other Budgetary Matters.
13.1 First Quarter Donation Approval
13.2 Investment Schedule
14. Payment of Claims and Approval of Claims and Appropriations.
14.1. Consideration of payment of the bills
15. City Administrator's Report.
15.1 Payroll summary
15.2 Administrator Report
a. Giant Museum Renderings
16. Adjournment.
By Order of the Blue Earth City Council
Timothy Ibisch, City Administrator
Post @ City Hall-Friday, Friday, April 13, 2018 through Monday, April 16, 2018.
Distribute to Mayor & Councilmembers-Media & file
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CITY OF BLUE EARTH
MINUTES
CITY COUNCIL WORKSESSION
MONDAY, APRIL 2 2018 @ 4:30 P.M.
Call to order.
Mayor Scholtes called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.
Roll call.
Mayor Scholtes noted that Councilmembers Gaylord, Huisman, Erichsrud, Cassem, Warner
and Cole were present.
Staff present: City Administrator Timothy Ibisch, City Attorney David Frundt, City Engineer
Wes Brown, Police Chief Tom Fletcher, Public Works Director Jamie Holland, Public Works
Employee Jared Brown
Public Present: Ann Hanna EDA, Faribault County Register Chuck Hunt, Fairmont SentinelNatalie Howell, County Commissioner Greg Young.

Old Business.
Mayor Scholtes brought forth Animal Control Complaints. Council Member Gaylord informed
the council that the dog owners need to be more responsible owners. He indicated the residents
need to register their dogs with the city, when walking their dogs making sure the dogs are on
leashes while having control of the animal and making sure they are cleaning up after their
dogs. Gaylord mentioned that he had a complaint from Dean Jahnke that he is having
problems with people picking up after their animals at the cemetery.
Police Chief Fletcher indicated that people need to call the police when they are having these
problems to let them know they are having issues with dogs. Fletcher mentioned people
usually let us know when it’s too late to do anything about it. Fletcher also reminded the
council that the dog owners also need to have their pets licensed with the city. It’s a $5.00 fee
verse a $50.00 fine if you get caught with an unlicensed animal.
Gaylord pointed out that people need to take care of their animals better.
Huisman inquired of Fletcher the steps that are being taken when they receive a call. Fletcher
explained that everything is done on a case by case basis, not every case is the same. There are
pet owners that the police deal with constantly and those are pet owners that have used up any
talks. And then you have the resident that just slips and so we when we do we educate them on
the leash laws, pet registration. If it continues to be a problem, then they get issued a Dog at
Large or failure to register ticket.
Huisman questioned the noncompliant dog owner. Fletcher mentioned that if the animal gets
picked up the cost to free the animal is progressive starting from the first offense being $50.00
to the next time $100.00, its goes up every time the animal must be free from the pound. The
police department fines stay the same. Gaylord mentioned looking at that and increasing them.
Fletcher indicated that for certain things that may need more of an impact. Gaylord inquired
1
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what the best way to contact police officer on weekends, Fletcher mentioned contacting
dispatch would the best way.
Scholtes mentioned the most successful way to resolve the issue would be that every time an
officer sees a dog not on a leash is to stop the owner and write them a ticket and if they are not
registered to give them 1 day to get to the city to obtain the city registration and if it’s not
successfully done after that the fee would be $50.00 at day.
Scholtes addressed City Attorney David Frundt regarding cleaning up the city code for the
leash law, mentioning that the electronic leash should be eliminated as a leash and it needs to
address that issue. Scholtes mentioned directing Chief Fletcher and standing behind the
department when a resident is stopped for no leash.
Frundt indicated that he will have additional information to report regarding leash laws and the
city code at the next council meeting on April 16th. Frundt indicated to the Council that a
consideration for a dog park. Ibisch mentioned that there has been talk of different location,
fence dimensions and cost. Frundt indicated that there could be some liability, indicating that
that should also be part of the discussion. Ibisch noted that the Dog park is on the agenda for
the next Parks and Recreation Meeting.
Gaylord inquired of the next step. Frundt mentioned that for a change to an ordinance it would
require the need to be drafted and presented to council. Gaylord requested another work
session for the dog leash ordinance item.
New Business.
Scholtes addressed the Green Giant Museum Financing and Tax Abatement. Ibisch indicated
that the discussion is mostly informational with scheduling aspects of the project, indicating
that the that the first pay request has come in for the materials. Ibisch explained the funding of
the project and how it will proceed with the tax abatement. The total tax market capacity
estimated by the County Assessor’s office is $550,000.00 with $50,000.00 of that is the land
value with the building being $500,000. It is worth half of the money that is going into the
project. Ibisch explained doing a 40-year lease term for the project with the lease payments
going for the repayment of the project cost of $1 million minus the money received from the
state and the authorized city contribution, payments will be spread out and be made a match
monthly. This lease arrangement should provide the most affordable for the Chamber.
However, we will continue to review the options and possibly an abatement bond still could be
used. Ibisch will update the Council as events unfold.
Adjourn.
Time being 4:55 P.M. Mayor Scholtes adjourned the Work Session.
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CITY OF BLUE EARTH
MINUTES
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Monday, April 2, 2018 5:00 P.M.
CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Scholtes called the meeting to order at 5:00 P.M.
ROLL CALL
Councilmembers Gaylord called out 4:45 to 5:18, Huisman,
Erichsrud, Warner, Cassem, Cole and Mayor Scholtes were present.
Staff members present: City Administrator Timothy Ibisch, City
Attorney David Frundt, and City Engineer Wes Brown.
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM
Quorum present.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mayor Scholtes led the pledge of allegiance.
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Public
Present:
County
Commissioner
Greg
Young,
Fairmont
Sentinel-Natalie Howell, Faribault County Register Chuck Hunt,
Public Works Director Jamie Holland, Public Works Employee Jared
Brown.
Public Works Director Jamie Holland introduced the new Public
works employee Jared Brown, Brown indicated he is a Blue Earth
Area Graduate and resides in Blue Earth.
County Commissioner Greg indicated that he will be checking
with the Recorder’s office for the paperwork for the squatter
house.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Motion by Huisman, second by Warner to approve the minutes from
the Work Session and Council Meeting of Monday, March 19, 2018.
The motion was approved unanimously.
LICENSES AND PERMITS
There were no licenses or permits.
CORRESPONDENCE
Cities approving local control resolutions letter.
Memo Sr Center Spring Fling Fundraiser.
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Chamber Ground Breaking Event.
Sewer Plant Award letter.
Huisman addressed the cities approving Local Control Resolutions,
requesting that the city continues to follow the legislature in
their efforts of try to take away local control.
PUBLIC HEARINGS
No Public Hearings.
REPORTS FROM STAFF
Mayor Scholtes addressed City Attorney Frundt. Frundt requested a
closed session at the end of the meeting for a potential real
estate transaction.
City Engineer Wes Brown. Brown reminded the council that the
Giant Museum construction will be starting soon. Brown indicated
that Ibisch had requested a proposed amendment for services to
provide additional oversight during the construction process with
materials submittal reviews, site visits, and area reviews. Brown
indicated he is looking for consideration of the amendment for
the construction and administration for the site work and piping
of the project.
Motion by Huisman, second by Cole to approve the Addendum #2 for
the Professional Agreement General Engineering Services. The
motion was approved unanimously.
Brown brought forth the bids for the 14th, Moore and Galbraith
Street project. We received 4 bids ranging in price from $1.9
million to 1.49 million with Holtmeier Construction being the low
bid at $1.49 million. The feeling is that the city received a lot
of good bids with prices being lower than anticipated.
Erichsrud suggested bids be sent back to the Street Committee for
further review because of another project that came in and that
maybe better use of funds at this point.
Scholtes questioned that if council where to do this would it
delay the project until next year. Brown mentioned that Holtmeier
would not be able to start the project until June, so it still
leaves time to for awarding the bid until the next meeting.
The Council directed taking the project options back to the
Street committee for another review of the street projects and
return with the recommendations at the next Council meeting.
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Next, Scholtes addressed the Quarterly EDA Report with Mary
Kennedy. Kennedy updated the council on the last 2 months that
she has been working with the EDA. Kennedy has met with 19
business owners in the city.
Kennedy indicated the REV program is moving forward and making
satisfactory progress with reviewing the business and identifying
the types of entrepreneurs most business owners are and to gather
a target group to move forward in the program.
Kennedy updated the council on the projects she has been working
on, at this time working through the Business Development Public
Infrastructure Grant for the industrial park and seeing what it
will take to receive that type of grant. The Rainbow Foods Co-op
loan application through the EDA, the 3 sisters project, and the
research for other projects through the HRA & EDA.
Huisman inquired of the meeting with Superintendent Joe Brown.
Kennedy mentioned that she had toured the facility and feels that
Mr. Brown will be a useful resource for our goals in education
and manufacturing. She hopes to set up a meeting with Mr. Brown
and the EDA board soon.
REPORTS FROM BOARDS AND COMMISSION
Library Board Meeting 5-14-18
Economic Development Authority Meeting 4-12-18
Housing and Redevelopment Authority Meeting 4-9-18
Senior Center Board Meeting 4-10-18
Planning Commission Meeting 4-17-18
Board of Review Meeting 4-23-18
City Employee Policy Benefits Committee (To be determined)
Parks & Recreation Subcommittee (To be determined)
Motion by Gaylord, second by Erichsrud to approve to approve the
reports from the Board and Commissions. The motion was approved
unanimously.
REPORTS FROM STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COUNCIL
None.
CONSENT AGENDA
None.
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OLD BUSINESS
Scholtes addressed the Urban Deer Management review and the feed
ban. Ibisch indicated that the meeting went well with the DNR
and that they had a good discussion on options that the city can
take to control the deer population. Council Members Erichsrud,
Huisman, and Gaylord attended the meeting. Items were added to
the agenda to see if there was any further action that the
Council feels there is need to address at this time.
Scholtes indicated that the first step would be to determine
land the city owns that could be hunted. Huisman recommended
working with the DNR to determine the land that is available to
hunt would it be worth it. Ibisch indicated that the paperwork
is due by May 4th for a special hunt; we will work with the DNR
to see what we can come up with.
Scholtes brought forth the 14th Street restrooms. The Council
authorized the project last year as part of the budget. The
restrooms consist of a 3-stall unisex bathroom structure that
will be located down on 14th Street. The project is set to move
forward. Cost of the project is between $65,000.00 - $70,000.00
after all the sewer and water lines are in.
Resolution 18-06 will be deferred to the next council meeting on
April 16th.
NEW BUSINESS
Sewer Plant Travel and Training request. Ibisch indicated that
Steve Anderson one of the staff at the Sewer plant, is planning
on attending a training session total cost of $717.85, request
will come out of the Waste Water budget.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Erichsrud to approve the Steve
Anderson Travel Request. The motion was approved unanimously.
Police Chief Tom Fletcher Travel & Training request. Ibisch
indicated that this request will come out of the Police
Department budget. Ibisch noted that he has discussed with Dept,
Heads about making sure that they do not exceed their budgets.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Cole to approve the Police Chief
Tom Fletcher Travel Request. The motion was approved
unanimously.
Scholtes address the April Lind sewer bill forgiveness. Ibisch
indicated that Ms. Lind had a substantial water issue in her
4
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basement with a water softener that had a significant leak, with
718,000 gallons of water running through her sewer system, Ms.
Lind is looking for forgiveness. At this time, we are looking
for Councils recommendations on how this should be addressed.
Light and Water has indicated that it will take lead from what
the City decides is appropriate.
Huisman inquired if Ms. Lind was given notice to the amount of
water being used in the home. Ibisch indicated that at the time
Ms. Lind was not living in the home, unsure of any notification
was able to be addressed at that time. Total bill $4500.00 sewer
and $4500.00 water.
Warner indicated that the difficult part of this would be if it
had been thought about to shut off the water if she was going to
be gone. Scholtes mentioned previously we’ve taken a past bill
amount and then taken part of the outstanding bill off.
Cassem recommended going back to the monthly billing for a 3month average. Ibisch mentioned that this is a little different
than in past experience where this water did go through the
meter and the water was treated.
Warner question what the cost was to the city to treat that
amount of water going through the system. Ibisch mentioned
speaking with Jamie Holland to see what that cost would be.
Scholtes noted that this is one of the unfortunate thing that
can happen when your absent from the home for an extended amount
of time, it could happen to anyone.
Warner mentioned coming back with an amount that it cost the
city and at least try even if that would become uncollectable,
it would be no different than forgiving the bill.
Motion by Cassem, second by Huisman to come up with an average
amount and lower the billing to that number.
Gaylord remarked that this forgiveness should be a one-time
event, that the resident needs to remember to shut off her water
if she leaves for an extended amount of time.
Motion was Amended by Councilmember Gaylord to read:
Motion by Gaylord, second by Cassem to Amend the original motion
to add that it’s a onetime occurrence and if it is to happen
5
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again that April Lind will be fully responsible. The motion was
approved unanimously.
Motion by Cassem, second by Huisman to come up with an average
amount and lower the billing to that number. The motion was
approved unanimously.
Scholtes brought forth the Employee Personal policy revisions.
Ibisch mentioned that the personal policy had not been updated
for a couple of years. Staff has been working on getting some
additional language implemented into our personal policy, this
has been recommended by the League of Minnesota Cities. The
version the Council has is red-lined to show the changes.
BILLS AND INVESTMENTS
Motion by Erichsrud, second by Cassem to pay the bills and the
receipt of the financials. The motion was approved unanimously.
REPORT OF CITY ADMINISTRATOR
Ibisch noted that in the interest of time the Council could see
the attached report.
OTHER BUSINESS
Scholtes addressed the Council to go into closed session.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Cole to go into closed session
6:11pm for discussion of potential real estate transaction
discussion. The motion was approved unanimously.
Motion by Gaylord, second by Cole to open the closed session at
6:53 P.M. for the discussion of potential real estate transaction
discussion. The motion was approved unanimously.
Scholtes addressed the negotiations with the sale of the 3 Sister
building on Main Street with the Connect the Gray Group. Scholtes
affirmed that the Council was back to the original offer of a
$150,000.00 grant and $200,000.00 low interest loan from the Blue
Earth EDA and offer the EDA services through Mary Kennedy to see
if there is a possibility of getting additional funding. Scholtes
indicated to Janie Hanson that the Council wants to see the group
succeed but the city doesn’t have the way to help pay for the
whole project.
Janie Hanson questioned whether the loan option would be a
forgivable loan, zero interest loan, or a low interest loan.
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Hanson also noted the job creation component of the project and
that she felt that it was part of the case that she was making.
Scholtes indicated it would depending on circumstances, we could
do part forgivable, other part zero percent interest and another
part low interest. Scholtes indicated that it depends on what the
would be charged to the city for putting the loan together.
Kennedy is here to help work those options out and put the loan
through.
Scholtes mentioned to Janie Hanson that the cost of the building
may also have to become part of her request and will come up with
the value of the buildings as part of the contribution to the
group to get you to the point of the $350,000.00. As a group we
like your vision for the buildings, but we are stuck because we
are a public entity and using tax payer dollars. The amount
originally requested, $750,000, seems out of line with what our
small town can afford.
Hanson address the point of not using tax increment financing for
this or if they do it would only be for the first year and half
for getting up and running but after that being a full tax paying
citizen. Scholtes mentioned that Janie should be checking with
Faribault County EDA for additional funding.
Frundt indicated that at this point everything will need to be
talked through at a staff level with Ibisch and Kennedy to
preserve anything needing confidentiality, once those sessions
point in the direction that it needs a committee level, then it
could need to be addressed with a public hearing, and at that
point it will be moving appropriately.
ADJOURNMENT
Motion by Gaylord, second by Cole to adjourn the meeting. Mayor
Scholtes adjourned the Regular City Council Meeting at
7:00 P.M.
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Capital Improvement Plan and Bonds
Minnesota Statutes 475.521
City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
April 2018

Minnesota Statute 475.521 Criteria

2

1. Introduction
A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) is a document designed to anticipate future
capital improvement expenditures so that they may be purchased in the most
efficient and cost effective method possible. The City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
(the “City”) believes the capital improvement process is an important element
of responsible fiscal management. Major capital expenditures can be
anticipated and coordinated so as to minimize potentially adverse financial
impacts caused by the timing and magnitude of capital outlays. This
coordination of capital expenditures is important to the City in achieving its
goals of adequate physical public assets, preservation of public assets and
sound fiscal management.

2. Purpose
In 2003 Minnesota Statutes 475.521 was created to allow cities to issue bonds
for certain public facilities without requiring a referendum of the electorate.
The statute also gave cities the authority to provide a general obligation pledge
to the repayment of the bonds.
Minnesota Statutes 475.521 defines capital expenditures as “the acquisition or
betterment to public lands, buildings, or other improvements used as a city hall,
town hall, library, public safety, or public works facility,” with a useful life of
five or more years. For the purposes of M.S. 475.521, capital improvements do
not include “light rail transit or related activities, parks, road/bridges,
administrative buildings other than city or town hall, or land for those
facilities.” However, the City’s main CIP that is reviewed and updated
annually is a comprehensive planning document that includes improvements
and expenditures (such as street reconstruction and equipment) not allowed
within M.S. 475.521.
The purpose of this document is to satisfy the requirements in M.S. 475.521
and issue bonds for the purpose described in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Capital Improvement Planning Process
The City Council annually authorizes the preparation of the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP). City staff is instructed to assemble the capital
expenditures to be undertaken within the next five years. The City Council
then reviews the expenditures according to their priority, fiscal impact, and
available funding. From this information, a preliminary capital improvement
plan is prepared.

City of Blue Earth, Minnesota. 475.521 Capital Improvement Plan

The City Council then prepares a plan based on the available funding sources.
If bonding is necessary, the City works with its financial advisor to prepare a
bond sale and repayment schedule. In subsequent years, the process is repeated
as expenditures are completed and as new needs arise.
For a municipality to use its authority to finance expenditures under M.S.
475.521, it must meet the requirements provided therein. Specifically, the
governing body must approve the sale of capital improvement bonds by a 3/5ths
majority of its membership. In addition, it must hold a public hearing for public
input. Notice of such hearing must be published in the official newspaper of
the municipality at least 14, but not more than 28 days prior to the date of the
public hearing. In addition, the notice may be posted on the City’s official web
site. The governing body approves the CIP following the public hearing.
Although a referendum is not required, a reverse referendum is allowable. If a
petition bearing the signatures of at least 5 percent of the votes cast in the last
general election requesting a vote on the issuance of bonds is received by the
municipal clerk within 30 days after the public hearing, a referendum vote on
the issuance of the bonds shall be called.

4. Project Summaries
The expenditures to be undertaken with this CIP are limited to the projects
financed under M.S. 475.521:
2018 Expenditures
Public Works Facility Improvements – The City intends to construct a new
public works facility in 2018. The maximum estimated cost of the project is
$1,000,000. The amount reflects estimated construction cost of the project of
$809,995, the project’s share of financing cost for the bond sale in June 2018
and a contingent amount to cover unexpected cost during construction.
2019 Expenditures
•

None

2020 Expenditures
•

None

2021 Expenditures
•

None

2022 Expenditures
•

None

5. Minnesota Statute 475.521 Criteria
M.S. 475.521 outlines eight criteria that must be met prior to a city issuing
bonds under this authority. Under these criteria, the City has considered the
following eight points for each project:
Public Works Facility
1. Condition of the City’s infrastructure and need for the project – The public
works facility yard is over 30 years old and is in need of repair. OSHA
inspections and the report that was generated indicated that a significant
upgrade to the facilities is warranted. The current buildings have outlived
their intended useful lifespan. The City Council has been debating taking
further action for several years and this project has been deferred
repeatedly. In 2018 it became apparent that additional deferral was not an
option. Staff expects this facility to serve the primary street and parks
maintenance complex.
2. Demand for the improvement – The cost to continually make temporary
improvements such as roof repairs and installation of upgraded insulation
are no longer cost effect. Additionally, needed electrical efficiency savings
will be substantial as this project proceeds with the modern technological
updates. The nature of the needed equipment and the size of modern public
works equipment also mean that is improvement is vital to the long-term
health of the community.
3. Cost of the improvement – The maximum cost of the project is expected to
be $1,000,000. The amount reflects estimated construction cost of the
project of $809,995, the project’s share of financing cost for the bond sale
in June 2018 and a contingent amount to cover unexpected cost during
construction.
4. Availability of public resources – The debt service payments on the new
bonds will be levied on property tax payers within the City.
5. Level of overlapping debt – See below
6. Cost/benefits of alternative uses of funds – The benefit of financing the
project is to preserve cash on hand and take advantage of low interest rates.
The estimated useful life of the improvement is approximately 35 years.
The project will be financed over a period 20 years.
7. Operating costs of the proposed improvements – The annual operating costs
to maintain the facility will decrease as a result of the improvements being
financed.
8. Options for shared facilities with other cities or local governments – Not
applicable

Overlapping Debt
Overlapping debt consists of all the taxing jurisdictions within the City of Blue
Earth and is a measure of the total debt burden within the City. The other
taxing jurisdictions include Faribault County and the Blue Earth Independent
School District. The total General Obligation debt and the City’s share of that
debt is shown in Table 1.
Debt Applicable to Tax Capacity in City

Table 1: Overlapping Debt

Taxing Unit
Faribault County
ISD No. 2860 (Blue Earth)
Total

2016/2017
Adjusted Taxable
Net Tax Capacity
$30,302,870
$17,149,717

Estimated G.O.
Debt as of
4-1-2018
$14,885,000
$5,340,000

Percent
5.1%
9.1%

Amount
$759,135
$485,940
$1,245,075

Limitations on Amount
M.S. 475.521 limits the amount of bonds that can be issued under the CIP
authority. The statutes state that the total amount that can be used for debt
service in any one year cannot exceed 0.16% of the taxable market value for the
City.
The City has one other bond issue outstanding issued under M.S. 475.521. The
statutory maximum annual debt service payment allowed is $239,504. The
maximum annual debt service payment for the two bond issues sold under M.S.
475.521 is estimated to be $159,435. Given the estimated debt service
payments, the City will not exceed the statutory limit. Table 2 below provides
the calculation:

Table 2: CIP Debt Limit Calculation
Estimated Market Value
Times CIP Limit
Maximum Annual Debt Service Allowed
Maximum Annual CIP Debt Service

$149,690,032
0.16%
$239,504
$159,435

Minnesota Statute 475.521 Criteria
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City of Blue Earth, Minnesota
General Obligation Capital Improvement Plan Bonds
Aggregate Debt Service -- Calendar Year
Calendar
Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039

$990,000
Series 2013A
GO CIP
Bonds
83,752.50
77,942.50
77,032.50
85,912.50
79,612.50
78,212.50
81,668.75
75,037.50
88,187.50
86,062.50

$1,000,000
Series 2018A
GO CIP
Bonds
17,148.85
71,987.50
71,147.50
70,267.50
69,327.50
68,347.50
67,327.50
71,247.50
69,987.50
68,660.00
72,265.00
70,640.00
68,965.00
67,265.00
70,540.00
68,615.00
71,662.50
69,502.50
72,312.50
69,907.50
67,470.00

TOTAL

83,752.50
95,091.35
149,020.00
157,060.00
149,880.00
147,540.00
150,016.25
142,365.00
159,435.00
156,050.00
68,660.00
72,265.00
70,640.00
68,965.00
67,265.00
70,540.00
68,615.00
71,662.50
69,502.50
72,312.50
69,907.50
67,470.00

City of Blue Earth, Minnesota. 475.521 Capital Improvement Plan

RESOLUTION 18-07
GIVING PRELIMINARY APPROVAL TO THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN BONDS IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $1,000,000
AND ADOPTING THE CITY OF BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA, CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PLAN FOR THE YEARS 2018 THROUGH 2022
A.
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Blue Earth, Minnesota (the "City")
proposes to issue its general obligation capital improvement plan bonds (the "Bonds") and adopt
the City of Blue Earth, Minnesota, Capital Improvement Plan for the years 2018 through 2022 the
"Plan"); and
B.
WHEREAS, the City has caused notice of the public hearing on the intention to
issue the Bonds and on the proposed adoption of the Plan to be published pursuant to and in
accordance with Minnesota Statutes, Section 475.521; and
C.
WHEREAS, a public hearing on the intention to issue the Bonds and on the
proposed Plan has been held on this date, following published notice of the public hearing as
required by law; and
D.
WHEREAS, in approving the Plan, the City Council considered for each project and
for the overall Plan:
1.
The condition of the City's existing infrastructure, including the projected
need for repair and replacement;
2.
The likely demand for the improvement;
3.
The estimated cost of the improvement;
4.
The available public resources;
5.
The level of overlapping debt in the City;
6.
The relative benefits and costs of alternative uses of the funds;
7.
Operating costs of the proposed improvements; and
8.
Alternatives for providing services more efficiently through shared facilities
with other local governmental units; and
E.
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that the issuance of general obligation
capital improvement plan bonds in the aggregate principal amount of up to $1,000,000 is the best
way to finance the capital improvements identified in the Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Blue Earth,
Minnesota, that:
1.
The City hereby ratifies the actions of the City Administrator in causing the
publication of the Notice of Public Hearing to be published in the official newspaper of the City or
in a newspaper of general circulation in the City as required by law; and
2.
The City hereby adopts the Plan and authorizes the issuance of up to $1,000,000
aggregate principal amount of general obligation capital improvement plan bonds.
1
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3. Passed and adopted by the City Council of the City of Blue Earth on this 16th day of
April 2018.

ATTEST:
_______________________________
Timothy Ibisch
City Administrator

___________________________________
Richard Scholtes
Mayor

[Bonds must be approved by at least a three-fifths vote of the membership.]
[Issuance of Bonds is subject to a 30-day reverse referendum after the public hearing.]
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STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF FARIBAULT
CITY OF BLUE EARTH

I, the undersigned, being duly qualified and acting Administrator of the City of Blue Earth,
Minnesota, do hereby certify that I have carefully compared the attached and foregoing extract of
minutes with the original minutes of a meeting of the City Council, duly called and held on the date
therein indicated, which are on file and of record in my office, and the same is a full, true and
complete transcript therefrom insofar as the same relates to a resolution giving preliminary
approval to the issuance of the City's general obligation capital improvement plan bonds and
adopting the City's capital improvement plan therefor.
WITNESS my hand on ______________, 2018.

_______________________________________
City Administrator
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LIQUOR STORE SALES REPORT
FOR COUNCIL MEETING APRIL 16, 2018

Mar-18
$122,262
Mar-17
$118,225

$4,037 PROFIT/LOSS

Feb-18
$101,847
Feb-17
$104,335

($2,488) PROFIT/LOSS

Blue Earth
Economic Development Authority

Blue Earth Economic Development Authority
Regular Board Meeting

Thursday, March 8, 2018 at 7:15 am
Official Proceedings
Minutes:
I.

Call to Order
Chair Rosenau called the meeting to order at the Blue Earth City Council Chambers.

II.

Roll Call and Determination of a Quorum
Members present: Bill Rosenau - Chair, Daryle Pomranke - Vice Chair, Ann Hanna –
Secretary/Treasurer, Rick Scholtes and John Huisman.
Member absent: Kara Drake.
City staff:
Tim Ibisch - City Administrator.
CEDA staff:
Mary Kennedy – Economic Development Specialist
Chamber staff:
Cindy Lyon – Executive Director.
Also present:
Joe Fering – Rainbow Food Co-op Rep.
A quorum was determined to be present.

III.

Approval of Agenda
Motion was made by Hanna, seconded by Pomranke to approve the agenda. The
motion was carried unanimously.

IV.

Approval of Minutes
Motion was made by Hanna and seconded by Huisman to approve the minutes
from the February 8, 2018 regular board meeting. The motion was carried
unanimously.

V.

Approval of Bills and Financials
Motion was made by Scholtes, seconded by Pomranke to accept the bills and
financials for February 2018 as presented. The motion was carried unanimously.

VI.

Correspondence and Loan/Grant Updates:
a) Correspondence
There was no correspondence.
b) Existing Loan/Grant Updates
The EDA loan and grant status reports were included in the packet for the board
to review.

VII.

New Business
a) Rainbow Food Co-op Loan
Economic Development Specialist Mary Kennedy provided background
information regarding her contact with the Rainbow Food Co-op to address
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providing financial assistance for their business. Kennedy shared that the BE
EDA Loan Review Committee reviewed the loan application submitted by the
co-op requesting a $25,000.00 Construction Mitigation Loan. The committee is
recommending a $10,000.00 Construction Mitigation Loan with the terms of
$100.00 monthly payments, 0% interest with their building used as collateral.
The Loan Review Committee expressed that they would also be supportive of
lending additional revolving loan funds at a low interest rate to Rainbow Food
Co-op if there is a future need.
Joe Fering was present representing the Rainbow Food Co-op and to answer the
board’s questions. Fering shared that the co-op is in the process of reorganizing,
setting a new marketing strategy plan and transitioning in a new store manager.
Fering briefly discussed the possibility of relocating the co-op to a new location in
the 3 Sisters’ Buildings. Fering discussed that their original request was for
$15,000.00 to be used for working capital and an additional $10,000.00 for
repairs to the front of the roof on their building.
Pomranke noted that the co-op’s advertising and postage expense is low on
their January 2018 Profit & Loss YTD Comparison. Fering responded that
covering the co-op’s operating expenses has been a month-to-month struggle.
Pomranke commented that marketing would be beneficial due to the high
inventory which is reflected on the January 2018 Balance Sheet.
Fering shared that the co-op is currently looking at both short-term and long-term
goals in addition to fine tuning the membership list to the Rainbow Food
Co-op.
Scholtes asked for clarification that the $10,000.00 Construction Mitigation Loan
would be used for working capital for the business. Fering confirmed that the
loan would be used for working capital. Fering shared that the past expense of
the roof repair to the back of the building put a stress on the business. Scholtes
discussed that in the future the Rainbow Food Co-op could request additional
funds for the roof repairs.
Motion was made by Scholtes and seconded by Huisman approving a
$10,000.00 Construction Mitigation Loan for Rainbow Food Co-op with the
terms of $100.00 monthly payments, 0% interest with their building used as
collateral. Deferred payments will begin 12 months from the date of the
loan disbursement. The motion was carried unanimously.
b) Opportunity Zones
Kennedy provided information on the new Opportunity Zones Program that
was established to encourage long-term investments in low-income and urban
communities nationwide. Kennedy shared that an application will be submitted
today with the recommendation of Blue Earth, Winnebago and Wells as the three
census tracts in Faribault County. Ibisch noted that the program provides the
opportunity for private sector investment.
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c) Reacquisition of Giant Museum Property
Ibisch discussed funding options for the Giant Museum project that included EDA
acquisition of the building site property. Information was provided to the board
on options of utilizing tax increment financing (TIF) and tax abatement. Ibisch
shared that he would be speaking to Doug Green, Springsted Bond Counsel next
week to have further discussion on funding options.
d) Paint the Town Great
Ibisch provided information on the Southern Minnesota Initiative Foundation
(SMIF) Paint the Town Grant Program. Ibisch shared that the City would be
submitting an application to be considered for a grant to paint the south wall
of the 3 Sisters Buildings.
VIII.

Old Business
a) Northeast Property Farm Lease
Ibisch reported that the City received one bid of $210.00 per acre from James
D. Meyer and Steve Smith to enter into a 2-year farm lease with the BE EDA
for the parcel located in Outlot A of Blue Earth Shopping Center Subdivision.
Ibisch noted the reduction in tillable acres due to the new housing development
project.
Motion was made by Scholtes, seconded by Pomranke approving the bid
of $210.00 per acre from James D. Meyer and Steve Smith to enter into a
2-year farm lease with the BE EDA for the northeast property. The motion
was carried unanimously.
b) Priority Plan
Kennedy provided an updated 2018 Blue Earth Economic Development Authority
Priority Plan for the board to review. Kennedy noted the items that were added
to the plan after it was discussed at the February EDA Board meeting.
c) Connect the Grey Update
Ibisch shared that a meeting was held on Friday, February 16 with Janie Hanson
and Beth Fasnacht from Connect the Grey to discuss the development planning
and improvements to the 3 Sisters Buildings. An asbestos inspection and
assessment was recently conducted on the buildings and they are currently
waiting for the report on the findings. Ibisch discussed that City Attorney David
Frundt is working on the abstract of title for the buildings.
d) REV Update
Kennedy shared that the REV Core Group met on Thursday, February 22 and
set their regular meeting schedule for the second Thursday of each month at
8:30 a.m. Kennedy reviewed the agenda items that were discussed at the REV
meeting with the board.
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Ibisch noted two items of discussion that included working with the Blue Area
School District to provide business classes and creating a one-page information
document of financing options for people interested in owning a business. Ibisch
shared that the REV Core Group is looking at recruiting more members to
participate on the resource and outreach teams. Huisman provided the names
of two students who serve on the Blue Earth Community Foundation Board
and recommended contacting them.
Huisman discussed cost issues for transporting Blue Earth Area students to
Fairmont to participate in their welding program. Huisman addressed the need
for local leadership in coordinating shared vocational programs with the Fairmont
Area Schools.
IX.

Other Business
Hanna addressed the feasibility of two projects that would enhance the City of
Blue Earth. Hanna shared that she would like to see both a dog park and skate
park located in the City in addition to an improved road surface between Subway
and the Dollar General.
Ibisch reported that he had recent discussions with Public Works Director Jamie
Holland about the condition of Giant Drive and noted that the Street Committee
will be discussing it at their March meeting. Ibisch discussed the issue of the
high cost of the improvement to the benefitted property owners.
Ibisch shared that the City has been working towards identifying an accessible
area that could be designated as a dog park. Ibisch noted that two potential
sites include the low lying city owned property on East 2nd Street or at Putnam
Park.

X.

Staff Reports
a) City Administrator Update
The City Administrator’s report was included in the agenda packet. Ibisch shared
that the City Council recently approved the Public Works Maintenance Facility
project.
b) Chamber of Commerce Update
Executive Director Cindy Lyon provided an update on the Chamber’s activities.
c) CEDA Representative Update
Economic Development Specialist Mary Kennedy provided a report for the board to
review.

XI.

Adjournment
Motion was made by Scholtes, seconded by Huisman to adjourn the meeting at
8:20 a.m. The motion was approved unanimously.
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Next regular meeting is scheduled for April 12, 2018 at 7:15 a.m.
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Minutes of HRA Regular Board Meeting
Monday, March 12, 2018, 12:00 p.m.

1.

Call to Order.
Chair Lars Bierly called the meeting to order at 12:06 p.m. in the dining room of Crescent Apartments.

2.

Roll Call.
Members present: Chair Lars Bierly, Rick Scholtes, Mark Maher and Ken Skaare.
Member absent: Dan Mensing
Staff present: Nancy Cole, Executive Director/Housing Manager and Timothy Ibisch, City Administrator.
Also present: Mary Kennedy, Economic Development Specialist (CEDA).

3.

Approval of Minutes.
The minutes from the HRA Regular Board meeting of February 5, 2018 were provided in the HRA packet
for the board to review.
MAHER MADE THE MOTION, SKAARE SECOND TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE HRA
REGULAR BOARD MEETING OF FEBRUARY 5, 2018. THE MOTION WAS APPROVED
UNANIMOUSLY.

4.

Budget update and approval of bills.
SCHOLTES MADE THE MOTION, SKAARE SECOND TO APPROVE THE BILLS AS
PRESENTED TO THE BOARD. THE MOTION WAS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.

5.

Correspondence.
An article from the Faribault County Register, Another one bites the dust, was included in the packet that
addressed the Blue Earth HRA Housing Demolition Program.
Ibisch shared that the property located at 504 East 7th Street is currently going through probate and will
be scheduled for demolition later this year. Ibisch reported that he has been contacted by the owner of
property that is being stored in the garages at 527 East 8th Street and noted that the unclaimed property
will be removed from the garages at a later date.

6.

Old Business.
A. Housing Rehabilitation and Demolition Program update.
1. An update was provided on the 2018 Housing Rehabilitation and Demolition Programs. Ibisch
addressed the inspection report provided by Building Official Steve Anderson and Building
Contractor Steve Pilcher on the house located at 128 West 10th Street. Ibisch shared that the
property has the potential to be rehabilitated and noted that it is currently in probate.
2. Ibisch noted the proposed revisions to the Level 4 Loan Guarantee Program that included
eliminating the income limits and adding kitchen and bathroom remodeling to the eligible
improvement projects.
SCHOLTES MADE THE MOTION, SKAARE SECOND APPROVING THE REVISIONS TO
THE LEVEL 4 LOAN GUARANTEE PROGRAM AS PRESENTED. THE MOTION WAS
APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
B. In-house inspections.
Housing Manager Nancy Cole reported that Maintenance Employee Duane Rorman will soon have
the 4th floor in-house inspections completed and noted that he is finding only minor issues needing
repaired in the apartments.
1

7.

New Business.
A. Resolution #2018-3 A/C Charge.
Cole discussed that air conditioner use in the apartments has increased from previous years.
Cole shared that the tenant is currently charged $40.00 for the extra electrical usage per season.
SCHOLTES MADE THE MOTION, MAHER SECOND APPROVING RESOLUTION 2018-3
APPROVING RAISING THE SEASONAL CHARGE TO RESIDENTS FOR AIR
CONDITIONERS FROM $40 TO $50 BEGINNING IN JUNE 2018. THE MOTION WAS
APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
B. Resolution #2018-4 Bad Debt.
Cole presented Resolution 2018-4 approving moving the balance owed by two tenants to bad
debt in the amount of $622.83.
MAHER MADE THE MOTION, SKAARE SECOND APPROVING RESOLUTION 2018-4
APPROVING MOVING THE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TO BAD DEBT. THE MOTION
WAS APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
C. HUD score.
Cole reported that the Crescent Apartments received a total score of 69 out of 100 from the 2017
HUD Public Housing Assessment. Cole shared that due to the vacancies at the Crescent Apartments
a score of 6 out of 25 was received. Cole discussed that HUD expects an occupancy rate of 99% and
noted that the Crescent Apartments was at 94.47% for the fiscal year of 2016 - 2017.

8.

Other Business.
Bierly inquired about the status of the raised beds community gardens on the vacant HRA owned 14th
Street parcels. Ibisch shared that he had recent discussions with Community Education Director Dar
Holmseth regarding using funds through the State Health Improvement Program (SHIP) for the
community gardens. Scholtes recommended checking with Lamperts on the availability of kits to build
the raised garden beds in addition to seeking sponsorship for the project.

9.

Director’s Reports.
A. Housing Manager Nancy Cole reported that there is one vacancy at the Crescent Apartments.
B. City Administrator Timothy Ibisch provided a report in the packet for the board to review.
C. Economic Development Specialist Mary Kennedy provided a CEDA update.

10.

The next Regular HRA Board meeting will be held on Monday, April 9, 2018.

11.

Adjournment.
Chair Lars Bierly adjourned the meeting at 12:40 p.m.

___________________________________________
HRA Chair
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City of Blue Earth
Minutes Street Committee
March 15, 2018 @ 4:30 P.M.
Council Chambers
Call to Order:
Ray Wigern called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.
Members Present: Ray Wigern, Russ Erichsrud, David Classon, Gary Armon and Marty
Cassem, Present. Absent Dan Brod
Staff: City Engineer Wes Brown, PWD Jamie Holland, City Administrator Timothy Ibisch and Blue
Earth Light & Water Tim Stoner.

Motion by Armon, second by Erichsrud to approve the Street Committee Meeting Minutes
from August 28th, 2017. The motion passed unanimously.
Old Business:
Brown addressed the LRIP indicating that the state reviewed applications from the 2017 local
Road Improvement Program. The criterion considered was geographical distribution, eligibility,
safety, need, and local agency support. Blue Earth received a denial for the funding but is able to
solicit again for the $25,366,000.00 in 2018. Finding that there would be some extra funds
available, Brown mentioned that the funding is very competitive. Brown stated that the state will
notify when the city will be able to repackage and submit the application.
Wigern inquired if the city were to receive the funding what would the plan be for the 2019
projects. Ibisch suggested that street plans would need to be adjusted to accommodate that
project. Brown mentioned that if the funding does come through it would cover up to
$750,000.00, total cost of the project estimate $1.2 million. Brown indicated that the city would
still need to fund the project $400,000.00.
Wigern brought forth the 13th, Moore and Galbraith Street project update. Ibisch addressed the
Engineers estimated updates, noting that the estimate is up from previously from $1.7 Million to
$1.9 Million. Ibisch indicated the change is particularly due to increases on every component of
the project. Brown mentioned that most of the increase is because of the south area, indicating
there were more water service crossings then anticipated and due to the decision of replacing
some additional service manholes replacing the ones that are in poor condition and wasn’t
originally included in the cost. Ibisch indicated that the opening of the bids will be in a couple of
weeks, and the Council will take up that project in April for the final approval.
Erichsrud queried regarding where the city is standing with the already scheduled three projects
that are being worked on for the Spring/Summer 2018. Ibisch indicated that looking at the debt
levy projections for next year there are 3 bonding projects, the Public Works Maintenance
facility is budgeted at $1,000,000.00, the Housing Development project is budgeted for
$1,000,000.00, and the street project is budgeted for $2,000,000.00 the hope is these projects will

come in under that. Looking at approximately $215,000.00 of new debt service adding on to
2019.
Erichsrud questioned Stoner if the City were to hold off and not do the project on Galbraith and
Moore Street how that would affect his department. Stoner indicated that those areas are no
different than some of the areas that we have where there is damaged infrastructure, mentioning
that you’re already in that area and completing the whole project in that area to the South,
meaning you would have the whole South end infrastructure completed. Erichsrud indicated that
it will be a lot of projects, indicating wanting to see where the bids come in before making the
final decision.
Wigern mentioned if the possibility arises and that the city needed to have to put that part of the
project aside, would it not be in the best interest for Light & Water or would they be okay.
Indicating if there is a need to save money and not complete the project right away. Stoner
indicated that the infrastructure has been this way for 10 years and waiting would not change
anything, Stoner did mention that it would be nice to have the project done but it does not have
to be complete this year.
Wigern brought forth the new housing development project update. Ibisch updated that the
project has been at a standstill with the weather. Ibisch indicated that once the frost is out of the
ground and the weight restrictions have been lifted that crew will return, indicating that they are
still on track for August 31st completion. Ibisch mentioned that he had spoken to Steve Smith the
renter of the tillable land, addressing the need to have access into that area by adding an entrance
into that area. The city will take care of the materials needed to complete that and there should be
no issues getting that done. Cassem inquired if there would be a home restriction for the housing
development. Ibisch indicated that it does have to be a new build construction and no
manufactured homes.
New Business:
Wigern addressed the 10-year street plan. Ibisch indicated that the plan had been updated and
had looked at some changes, the Giant Drive Frontage Road that has been discussed in the past,
indicating that there is an interest in pursuing this project, there had been opposition by the
property owners in that area to address that project, Holland indicated that property owners have
had a change of mind and would like it done at this time.
Holland indicated that there had been a large frost build up again and that there is no drainage
creating heaving. Holland added that the Public Works had just added 110 yards of rock laid on
the Giant Drive Frontage Road recently. Holland mentioned that the Public Works Department
will continue to grate it but if the top falls of again they will need to close the road.
Ibisch indicated that it’s not on the street plan but would like to discuss this as a project that
could be addressed; the road is not a large section but would need construction of a high and
heavy impact road. Wes Brown addressed the issues of cross heave and moisture, unless you do
it correctly. Soils down in the area are wet. Holland indicated the majority of the problem is that
you have nowhere to put the water, Holland commented that the water used to go to the river but
that it’s a state ditch and that it had been cut off during the reconstruction of the highway.

Ibisch brought forth the Sailor Street project, taking the total project cost which is estimated
around $5,000,000.00 for the whole Sailor Street corridor. In earlier discussions by breaking it
down to 3 phases the total is $1.6 million. Ibisch addressed breaking it down into 4 phases, you
will have a little higher total project cost by spreading it out in a little more over time the cost
would be lower per year cost. Bases on the debt goal projections the goal is to keep it under
$2,000,000.00 per year. Ibisch indicated that we could do this project if the Council is willing to
do a much larger levy increase. Ibisch indicated getting this project on the 2019 schedule if
everyone is on board doing the Frontage Road and phase 1 of Sailor Street, doing the 2 projects
would be feasible.
Stone inquired of what the plan was to complete the projects. Ibisch indicated that in 2019 North
phase of Sailor Street and the Frontage Road, 2020 Second phase of Sailor and proceed with the
projects already scheduled. Stoner requested another look at Sailor to determine the street width
and the impacts. Brown indicated that it can be done.
Wigern indicated to Holland the need for input of how to prioritize the project due to need;
Holland mentioned that there are streets that raise concern due to sewer, traffic, storm drainage
and the streets that are in the proximity of the school. Ibisch mentioned having another meeting
this spring giving the chance to think about the plans and what would be achievable and realistic.
After further discussion the Committee will work a revised 10 year street plan.

Adjourn:
Motion by Erichsrud, second by Classon to adjourn the meeting. Closed the meeting at 5:25
P.M.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose

The purpose of these policies is to establish a uniform and equitable system of personnel
administration for employees of the City of Blue Earth. They should not be construed as contract
terms. The policies are not intended to cover every situation that might arise and can be amended at
any time at the sole discretion of the City. These policies supersede all previous personnel policies.
Except as otherwise prohibited by law, the City of Blue Earth has the right to terminate any employee
at any time for any or no reason. Employees may similarly terminate employment at any time for any
reason.
Scope
These policies apply to all employees of the City. Except where specifically noted, these policies do
not apply to:
1. Elected Officials;
2. City Attorney;
3. Members of City Boards, Commissions and Committees;
4. Consultants and Contractors;
5. Volunteers, except as specifically noted for paid per-call-firefighters.
If any specific provisions of the Personnel Policies conflict with any current union agreement or civil
service rules, the union agreement or civil service rules will prevail. Any policy or portion thereof, that
does not conflict with a labor agreement, will remain in full force and effect and will continue to
govern the actions of all covered employees.
Nothing in these policies is intended to modify or supersede any applicable provision of state or federal
law.
Any provisions contained between the City, City Administrator, and the Economic Development
Director shall be exempt from any of these provisions which are in direct conflict.
Departments may have special work rules deemed necessary by the supervisor and approved by the
City Administrator for the achievement of objectives of that department. Each employee will be given
a copy of such work rules by the department upon hiring and such rules will be further explained and
enforcement discussed with the employee by the immediate supervisor.
EEO Policy Statement
The City of Blue Earth is committed to providing equal opportunity in all areas of employment,
including but not limited to hiring, demotion, transfer, recruitment, selection, lay-off, disciplinary
action, termination, compensation and selection for training. The City of Blue Earth will not
discriminate against any employee or job applicant on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national
origin, ancestry, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, age, marital status, genetic
information status with regard to public assistance, veteran status, familial status, membership on a
local human rights commission, or lawful participation in the Minnesota Medical Cannabis Patient
Registry.
Data Practices Advisory
Employee records are maintained in a location designated by the City Administrator. Personnel data is
kept in personnel files, finance files, and benefit/medical files. Information is used to administer
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employee salary and benefit programs, process payroll, complete state and federal reports, document
employee performance, etc.
Employees have the right to know what data is retained, where it is kept, and how it is used. All
employee data will be received, retained, and disseminated according to the Minnesota Government
Data Practices Act.
News Releases
Formal news releases concerning municipal affairs are the responsibility of the City Administrator. All
media interviews must be approved by the City Administrator before the interview. All contacts with
the media should be reported to the City Administrator as soon as practicable.
No City employee is authorized to speak on behalf of the City without prior authorization from the
City Administrator or his/her designee.
All news releases concerning City personnel will be the responsibility of the City Administrator.

Personal Communications and Use of Social Media
It is important for city employees to remember that the personal communications of employees may
reflect on the city, especially if employees are commenting on city business. The following guidelines
apply to personal communications, including various forms such as social media (Facebook, Twitter,
blogs, YouTube, etc.), letters to the editor of newspapers, and personal endorsements:
• Remember what you write or post is public, and will be so for a long time. It may also be
spread to large audiences. Use common sense when using email or social media sites. It is a
good idea to refrain from sending or posting information or photos you would not want your
boss or other employees to read, or you would be embarrassed to see in the newspaper. Keep in
mind harassment, bullying, threats of violence, discrimination, or retaliation that would not be
permissible in the workplace is not permissible between co-workers online, even if it is done
after hours, from home and on home computers.
• The City of Blue Earth expects its employees to be fair, courteous, and respectful to
supervisors, co-workers, citizens, customers, and other persons associated with the city. Avoid
using statements, photographs, video or audio that reasonably may be viewed as malicious,
obscene, threatening or intimidating, disparaging, or might constitute harassment or bullying.
Examples of such conduct might include offensive posts meant to intentionally harm
someone’s reputation or posts that could contribute to a hostile work environment on the basis
of sex, race, national origin, age, color, creed, religion, disability, marital status, familial status,
veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression, status with regard to
public assistance or membership or activity in a local human rights commission.
• If you publish something related to city business, identify yourself and use a disclaimer such as,
“I am an employee of the City of Blue Earth. However, these are my own opinions and do not
represent those of the City of Blue Earth.”
• City resources, working time, or official city positions cannot be used for personal profit or
business interests, or to participate in personal political activity. Some examples: a building
inspector could not use the city’s logo, email, or working time to promote his/her side business
as a plumber; a parks employee should not access a park after hours even though he or she may
have a key; a clerk, while working at City Hall, should not campaign for a friend who is
running for City Council.
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Personal social media account name or email names should not be tied to the city (e.g., City of
Blue Earth Cop).

CITYWIDE WORK RULES & CODE OF CONDUCT
Conduct as a City Employee
In accepting City employment, employees become representatives of the City and are responsible for
assisting and serving the citizens for whom they work. An employee's primary responsibility is to serve
the residents of Blue Earth. Employees should exhibit conduct that is ethical, professional, responsive,
and of standards becoming of a City employee. To achieve this goal, employees must adhere to
established policies, rules, and procedures and follow the instructions of their supervisors.
The following are job requirements for every position at the City of Blue Earth. All employees are
expected to:
• Perform assigned duties to the best of their ability at all times.
• Render prompt and courteous service to the public at all times.
• Read, understand and comply with the rules and regulations as set forth in these
Personnel Policies as well as those of their departments.
• Conduct themselves with decorum toward both residents and staff and respond to inquiries and
information requests with patience and every possible courtesy.
• Report any and all unsafe conditions to the immediate supervisor.
• Maintain good attendance while meeting the goals set by an employee’s supervisor.
Attendance & Absence
The operations and standards of service in the City of Blue Earth require that employees be at work
unless valid reasons warrant absence. In order for a team to function efficiently and effectively,
employees must be on the job. Attendance is an essential function of every City position.
fully understand the goals that have been set for them and the time required to be on the job.
Understanding attendance requirements is an essential function of every city position.
Employees who are going to be absent from work are required to notify their supervisor as soon as
possible in advance of the absence. In case of unexpected absence, employees should call their
supervisor before the scheduled starting time. If the supervisor is not available at the time, the
employee should leave a message that includes a telephone number where he/she can be reached
and/or contact any other individual who was designated by the supervisor. Failure to use established
reporting process will be grounds for disciplinary action. Departments may establish more specific
reporting procedures.
The employee must call the supervisor on each day of an absence extending beyond one (1) day unless
arrangements otherwise have been made with the supervisor. Employees who are absent for three (3)
days or more and who do not report the absence in accordance with this policy, will be considered to
have voluntarily resigned not in good standing. The city may waive this rule if extenuating
circumstances warranted such behavior. This policy does not preclude the city from administering
discipline for unexcused absences of less than three (3) days.
Access to and Use of City Property
Any employee who has authorized possession of keys, tools, cell phones, pagers, or other City-owned
equipment must register his/her name and the serial number (if applicable) or identifying information
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about the equipment with his/her supervisor. All such equipment must be turned in and accounted for
by any employee leaving employment with the City in order to resign in good standing.
Employees are responsible for the safekeeping and care of all such equipment. The duplication of keys
owned by the City is prohibited unless authorized by the City Administrator. Any employee found
having an unauthorized duplicate key will be subject to disciplinary action.
Appearance
Departments may establish dress codes for employees as part of departmental rules. Personal
appearance should be appropriate to the nature of the work and contacts with other people and should
present a positive image to the public. Clothing, jewelry or other items that could present a safety
hazard are not acceptable in the workplace.
Conflict of Interest
City employees are to remove themselves from situations in which they would have to take action or
make a decision where that action or decision could be a perceived or actual conflict of interest or
could result in a personal benefit for themselves or a family member. If an employee has any question
about whether such a conflict exists he/she should consult with the City Administrator.
Falsification of Records
Any employee who makes false statements or commits, or attempts to commit, fraud in an effort to
prevent the impartial application of these policies will be subject to immediate disciplinary action up to
and including termination and potential criminal prosecution.
Personal Telephone Calls
Personal telephone calls are to be made or received only when truly necessary (e.g., family or medical
emergency). They are not to interfere with City work and are to be completed as quickly as possible.
Any personal long distance call costs will be paid for by the employee. Please refer to the Cell Phone
policy for information on use of cellular phones.
Political Activity
City employees have the right to express their views and to pursue legitimate involvement in the
political system. However, no City employee will directly or indirectly, during hours of employment,
solicit or receive funds for political purposes. Further, any political activity in the workplace must be
pre-approved by the City to avoid any conflict of interest or perception of bias such as using authority
or political influence to compel another employee to apply for or become a member in a political
organization.
Smoking
The City of Blue Earth observes and supports the Minnesota Clean Indoor Air Act. All City buildings
and vehicles, in their entirety, shall be designated as tobacco free, meaning that no person will smoke
tobacco or other substances or use smokeless tobacco smoking in any form (through the use of tobacco
products such as pipes, cigars, and cigarettes) or “vaping” with e-cigarettes is prohibited while in a city
facility or vehicle.
Smoking of any kind, including pipes, cigars, cigarettes, vaping with e-cigarettes, and the use of
chewing tobacco is prohibited for employees while on duty. Employees 18 and over are allowed to
smoke only during their breaks and lunch, and only in areas designated for that purpose
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DEFINITIONS
For purposes of these policies, the following definitions will apply:
Authorized Hours
The number of hours an employee was hired to work. Actual hours worked during any given pay
period may be different than authorized hours, depending on workload demands or other factors, and
upon approval of the employee’s supervisor.
Benefits
Privileges granted to qualified employees in the form of paid leave and/or insurance coverage.
Benefit Earning Employees
Employees who are eligible for at least a pro-rated portion of City provided benefits. Such employees
must be year-round employees who work at least 30 20 hours per week on a regular basis.
Demotion
The movement of an employee from one job class to another within the City, where the maximum
salary for the new position is lower than that of the employee’s former position.
Direct Deposit
As permitted by state law, all City employees are required to participate in direct deposit.
Employee
An individual who has successfully completed all stages of the selection process including the training
period.
Exempt Employee
Employees who are not covered by the overtime provisions of the federal or state Fair Labor Standards
Act.
FICA (Federal Insurance Contributions Act)
FICA is the federal requirement that a certain amount be automatically withheld from employees’
earnings. Specifically, FICA requires an employee contribution of 6.2% for Social Security and 1.45%
for Medicare. The City contributes a matching 7.65% on behalf of each employee. Certain employees
are exempt or partially exempt from these withholdings (e.g., police officers). These amounts may
change if required by law.
Fiscal Year
The period from January 1 to December 31
Full-time Employee
Employees who are required to work forty (40) or more hours per week year-round in an ongoing
position
Hours of Operation
The City’s regular hours of operation are Monday through Friday, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. but may
vary by department and work assignment.
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Management Employee
An employee who is responsible for managing a department or division of the City.
Non-exempt Employee
Employees who are covered by the Federal or State Fair Labor Standards Act. Such employees are
normally eligible for overtime at 1.5 times their regular hourly wage for all hours worked over forty
(40) in any given workweek.
Part-time Employee
Employees who are required to work less than thirty (30) hours per week year-round in an ongoing
position
Pay Period
A fourteen (14) day period beginning at 12:00 a.m. (midnight) on Sunday through 11:59 p.m. on
Saturday, fourteen (14) days later
PERA (Public Employees Retirement Association)
Statewide pension program in which all City employees meeting program requirements must
participate in accordance with Minnesota law. The City and the employee each contribute to the
employee’s retirement account.
Promotion
Movement of an employee from one job class to another within the City, where the maximum salary
for the new position is higher than that of the employee’s former position
Reclassify
Movement of a job from one classification to another classification because of a significant change in
the position's duties and responsibilities
Seasonal Employee
Employees who work only part of the year (67 100 days or less) to conduct seasonal work. Seasonal
employees may be assigned to work a full-time or part-time schedule. Seasonal employees do not earn
benefits or credit for seniority.
Service Credit
Time worked for the City. An employee begins earning service credit on the first day worked for the
City. Some forms of leave will create a break in service.
Temporary Employee
Employees who work in temporary positions. Temporary jobs might have a defined start and end date
or may be for the duration of a specific project. Temporary employees may be assigned to work a fulltime or part-time schedule. Temporary employees do not earn benefits or credit for seniority.
Training Period
A six month period at the start of employment with the City (or at the beginning of a promotion,
reassignment or transfer) that is designated as a period within which to learn the job. This is not the
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case with Management or Police hires, for those individuals the training period is one year. The
training period is the last part of the selection process.
Transfer
Movement of an employee from one City position to another of equivalent pay
Weapons
Weapons are defined to include all legal or illegal firearms, switchblade knives, or any other object
that has been modified to serve as a weapon or that has the primary purpose of serving as a weapon.
Workweek
A workweek is seven consecutive 24-hour periods. For most employees the workweek will run from
Sunday through the following Saturday. With the approval of the City Administrator, departments may
establish a different workweek based on coverage and service delivery needs (e.g., police department,
fire department).

EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT & SELECTION
Scope
The City Administrator, Mayor, or a designee will manage the hiring process for positions within the
City. While the hiring process may be coordinated by staff, the appointments to municipal positions
shall be made by the appointing authority, or their designee(s) upon the recommendation of the City
Administrator. The City Administrator is responsible for the final hiring decision and must approve all
hires to City.
All hires will be made according to merit and fitness related to the position being filled.
Features of the Recruitment System
The City Administrator or designee will determine if a vacancy will be filled through an open
recruitment or by promotion, transfer or some other method. This determination will be made on a
case-by-case basis. The majority of position vacancies will be filled through an open recruitment
process.
Application for employment will generally be made on application forms provided by the City. Other
materials in lieu of a formal application may be accepted in certain recruitment situations as
determined by the City Administrator or designee. Supplemental questionnaires may be required in
certain situations. All candidates must complete and submit the required application materials by the
posted deadline, in order to be considered for the position. The deadline for application may be
extended by the City Administrator.
Position vacancies may be filled as needed with the approval of the City Council. The City Council
will approve all new management appointments. Pay rate adjustments, if any, will be determined by
the City Council.
Testing and Examinations
Applicant qualifications will be evaluated in one or more of the following ways: training and
experience rating; written test; oral test or/and interview; performance or demonstrative test; physical
agility test, or other appropriate job-related exam.
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Internal recruitments will be open to any City employee who: (1) has successfully completed the initial
training period; (2) meets the minimum qualifications for the vacant position; and (3) currently is and
for the past year has been in good standing with the City.
The City Council or designee will establish minimum qualifications for each position with input from
the appropriate supervisor. To be eligible to participate in the selection process, a candidate must meet
the minimum qualifications.
Pre-Employment or Return to Work Medical Exams
The City Administrator or designee may determine that a pre-employment medical examination, which
may include a psychological evaluation, is necessary to determine fitness to perform the essential
functions of any City position. Where a medical examination is required, an offer of employment is
contingent upon successful completion of the medical exam.
When a pre-employment medical exam is required, it will be required of all candidates who are
finalists and/or who are offered employment for a given job class. Information obtained from the
medical exam will be treated as confidential medical records.
All Public Works employees (Street Department and WWTP personnel) must be referred to City
Administration for a Work Well Pre and Return to Work Screen in each of the following instances:
1) Before approved to begin work for new hires
2) If the employee is returning to work after an absence of thirty days or more (other than
vacation); or
3) If the employee has suffered an on-duty injury
4) If the employee has undergone surgery or a medical operation; or
5) If the employee has been hospitalized for any reason; or
6) If the employee has suffered an off-duty injury
When required, the medical exam will be conducted by a licensed physician designated by the City
with the cost of the exam paid by the City. (Psychological/psychiatric exams will be conducted by a
licensed psychologist or psychiatrist.) The physician will notify the City Administrator or designee that
a candidate either is or isn't medically able to perform the essential functions of the job, with or
without accommodations and whether the candidate passed a drug test, if applicable. If the candidate
requires accommodation to perform one or more of the essential functions of the job, the City
Administrator or designee will confer with the physician and candidate regarding reasonable and
acceptable accommodations.
If a candidate is rejected for employment based on the results of the medical exam, he/she will be
notified of this determination.
The above-mentioned situations and criteria should not be regarded as a comprehensive list of
situations requiring a Work Well Return to Work or Pre-Employment Screening. The City reserves the
right to require a Work Well Screening or any other examination it deems necessary for any employee
in connection with any absence.
Selection Process
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The selection process will be a cooperative effort between the City Administrator or designee and the
hiring supervisor. Any, all or none of the candidates may be interviewed.
The process for hiring seasonal and temporary employees may be delegated to the appropriate
supervisor. Except where prohibited by law, seasonal and temporary employees may be terminated by
the supervisor at any time.
Background Checks
All finalists for employment with the City will be subject to a background check to confirm
information submitted as part of application materials and to assist in determining the candidate’s
suitability for the position. Except where already defined by state law, the City Administrator will
determine the level of background check to be conducted based on the position being filled.
Training Period
The training period is an integral part of the selection process and will be used for the purpose of
observing the employee’s work and for training the employee in work expectations. Training periods
apply to new hires, transfers, promotions and rehires. Training periods are six months or longer in
duration.
Employment of Minor
An individual must be sixteen (16) years of age or older to be employed by the City of Blue Earth.
Age certificates or documents verifying an individual’s age, will be required if an employee’s age is in
question.
A minor under age of eighteen (18) may not be employed under certain conditions and may not
perform certain occupations.
An individual must be sixteen (16) years or older to operate City owned equipment and hold a valid
driver’s license.

ORGANIZATION
Job Descriptions
The City will maintain job descriptions for each regular position. New positions will be developed as
needed but must be approved by the City Council prior to the position being filled.
A job description is prepared for each position within the City. Each job description will include:
position title, department, supervisor’s title, FLSA status (exempt or nonexempt), primary objective of
the position, essential functions of the position, examples of performance criteria, minimum
requirements, desirable training and experience, supervisory responsibilities (if any), and extent of
supervisory direction or guidance provided to position. Good attendance and compliance with work
rules and policies are essential functions of all City positions.
Prior to posting a vacant position, the existing job description is reviewed by the City Administrator or
designee and the hiring supervisor to ensure that the job description is an accurate reflection of the
position and that the stated job qualifications do not present artificial barriers to employment.
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A current job description is provided to each new employee. Supervisors are responsible for revising
job descriptions as necessary to ensure that the position’s duties and responsibilities are accurately
reflected. All revisions are reviewed and must be approved by the City Administrator.
Assigning and Scheduling Work
Assignment of work duties and scheduling work is the responsibility of the supervisor subject to the
approval of the City Administrator.
Job Descriptions and Classifications
Assignment of job titles, establishment of minimum qualifications, and the maintenance of job
descriptions and related records is the responsibility of the City Administrator.
Layoff
The City Administrator will maintain a seniority list. In the event that it becomes necessary to reduce
personnel, temporary employees and those serving a probationary period in affected job classes will be
terminated from employment with the City before other employees in those job classes. Within these
groups, the selection of employees to be retained will be based on merit and ability as determined by
the City Administrator, subject to approval of the City Council. When all other considerations are
equal, the principle of seniority will apply in layoffs and recall from layoff.

HOURS OF WORK
Work Hours
Employee work schedules and opportunities to work remotely will be established by supervisors with
the approval of the city administrator. The regular workweek for employees is five eight-hour days in
addition to a lunch period, Monday through Friday, except as otherwise approved by the city
administrator in accordance with the customs and needs of the individual departments.
Core Hours
To ensure employee availability and accountability to the public the city serves, all full-time
employees (exempt and non-exempt) are to be at work or available to the public and co-workers during
the hours of 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, unless away from the work site for a workrelated activity or on approved leave.
Meal Breaks and Rest Periods
A paid fifteen (15) minute paid break is allowed within each four (4) consecutive hours of work. An
unpaid lunch period is provided when an employee works eight or more consecutive hours. Employees
are expected to use these breaks as intended and will not be permitted to adjust work start time, end
time or lunch time by saving these breaks.
Employees working in city buildings will normally take their break at the place provided for that
purpose in each building. Employees working out-of-doors will normally take their break at the
location of their work or their work assigned building. Employees whose duties involve traveling
throughout the city may stop along the assigned route at a restaurant or other public accommodation
for their fifteen (15) minute break. Exceptions must be approved by the supervisor or city
administrator.
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Departments with unique job or coverage requirements may have additional rules, issued by the
supervisor and subject to approval of the City Administrator, on the use of meal breaks and rest
periods.
Adverse Weather Conditions
City facilities will generally be open during adverse weather. Due to individual circumstances, each
employee will have to evaluate the weather and road conditions in deciding to report to work (or leave
early). Employees not reporting to work for reasons of personal safety will not normally have their pay
reduced as a result of this absence. Employees will be allowed to use accrued vacation time or
compensatory time; or with supervisor approval may modify the work schedule or make other
reasonable schedule adjustments.
Sworn police officers and public works maintenance employees will generally be required to report to
work regardless of conditions.
Decisions to cancel departmental programs (special events, recreation programs, etc.) will be made by
the respective supervisor or the City Administrator.

COMPENSATION
Full-time employees of the City will be compensated according to schedules adopted by the City
Council. Unless approved by the Council, employees will not receive any amount from the City in
addition to the pay authorized for the positions to which they have been appointed. Expense
reimbursement or travel expenses may be authorized in addition to regular pay.
Compensation for seasonal and temporary employees will be set by the City Council at the time of
hire, or on an annual basis.
Under the Minnesota Wage Disclosure Protection Law, employees have the right to tell any person the
amount of their own wages. While the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act (Minn. Stat. §13.43),
specifically lists an employee’s actual gross salary and salary range as public personnel data,
Minnesota law also requires wage disclosure protection rights and remedies to be included in employer
personnel handbooks. To that end and in accordance with Minn. Stat. §181.172, employers may not:
• Require nondisclosure by an employee of his or her wages as a condition of employment.
• Require an employee to sign a waiver or other document which purports to deny an employee
the right to disclose the employee’s wages.
• Take any adverse employment action against an employee for disclosing the employee’s own
wages or discussing another employee’s wages which have been disclosed voluntarily.
• Retaliate against an employee for asserting rights or remedies under Minn. Stat. §181.172,
subd. 3.
The city cannot retaliate against an employee for disclosing his/her own wages. An employee’s
remedies under the Wage Disclosure Protection Law are to bring a civil action against the city and/or
file a complaint with the Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry at (651) 284-5070 or (800) 3425354.
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Paychecks
Paychecks are issued every two weeks.
Employees are responsible for notifying City Administrator of any change in status including changes
in address, phone number, names of beneficiaries, marital status, etc.
Direct Deposit
As provided for in Minnesota law, all employees are required to participate in direct deposit.
Employees are responsible for notifying the City Administrator of any change in status including
changes in address, phone number, names of beneficiaries, marital status, etc.
Time Reporting
Full-time, non-exempt employees are expected to work 40 hours per workweek and will be paid
according to the time reported on their time sheets. To comply with the provisions of the federal and
state Fair Labor Standards Acts, hours worked and any leave time used by non-exempt employees are
to be recorded daily and submitted to payroll on a biweekly basis. Each time reporting form must
include the signature of the employee and immediate supervisor. Reporting false information on a time
sheet may be cause for immediate termination.

Overtime / Compensatory Time
The City of Blue Earth has established this overtime policy to comply with applicable state and federal
laws governing accrual and use of overtime. The City Administrator will determine whether each
employee is designated as “exempt” or “non-exempt” from earning overtime. In general, employees in
executive, administrative and professional job classes are exempt; all others are non-exempt.
Non-Exempt (Overtime-eligible) Employees
All overtime-eligible employees will be compensated at the rate of time and one-half for all hours
worked over 40 in one workweek. Vacation, sick leave and paid holidays do not count toward “hours
worked”. Compensation will take the form of either time and one-half pay or compensatory time.
Compensatory time is paid time off at the rate of one and one-half hours off for each hour of overtime
worked.
For most employees the workweek begins at midnight on Sunday and runs until the following Saturday
night at 11:59 p.m. Supervisors may establish a different workweek based on the needs of the
department, subject to the approval of the City Administrator.
The employee’s supervisor must approve overtime hours in advance. An employee who works
overtime without prior approval may be subject to disciplinary action.
Overtime earned will be paid at the rate of time and one-half on the next regularly scheduled payroll
date, unless the employee indicates on his/her timesheet that the overtime earned is to be recorded as
compensatory time in lieu of payment.
At the City’s discretion, compensatory time may be substituted in lieu of overtime pay. The maximum
compensatory time accumulation for any employee is 40 hours per year. Once an employee has earned
40 hours of compensatory time in a calendar year, no further compensatory time may accrue in that
calendar year. All further overtime will be paid. Employees may request and use compensatory time
off in the same manner as other leave requests.
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All compensatory time will be marked as such on official timesheets, both when it is earned and when
it is used. The Finance Department will maintain compensatory time records. All compensatory time
accrued will be paid when the employee leaves city employment at the hourly pay rate the employee is
earning at that time.
Exempt (non-overtime-eligible) Employees
Exempt employees are expected to work the hours necessary to meet the performance expectations
outlined by their supervisors. Generally, to meet these expectations, and for reasons of public
accountancy, an exempt employee will need to work 40 or more hours per week. Exempt employees
do not receive extra pay for the hours worked over 40 in one workweek.
Exempt employees are paid on a salary basis. This means that they receive a predetermined amount of
pay each pay period and are not paid by the hour. Their pay does not vary based on the quality or
quantity of work performed, and they receive the full weekly salary for any week in which any work is
performed.
The City of Blue Earth will only make deductions from the weekly salary of an exempt employee in
the following situations:
• The employee is in a position that does not earn vacation or personal leave and is absent for a
day or more for personal reasons other than sickness or accident;
• The employee is in a position that earns sick leave, receives a short term disability benefit or
workers’ compensation wage loss benefits and is absent for a full day due to sickness or
disability, but he/she is either not yet qualified to use the paid leave or he/she has exhausted all
of his/her paid leave.
• The employee is absent for a full workweek and, for whatever reason, the absence is not
charged to paid leave (for example, a situation where the employee has exhausted all of his/her
paid leave or a situation where the employee does not earn paid leave).
• The very first workweek or the very last workweek of employment with the City in which the
employee does not work a full week. In this case, the City will prorate the employee’s salary
based on the time actually worked.
• The employee is in a position that earns paid leave and is absent for a partial day due to
personal reasons, illness or injury, but:
- Paid leave has not been requested or has been denied;
- Paid leave is exhausted;
- The employee has specifically requested unpaid leave;
• The employee is suspended without pay for a full day or more for disciplinary reasons for
violations of any written policy that is applied to all employees.
• The employee takes unpaid leave under the FMLA.
• The City of Blue Earth may for budgetary reasons implement a voluntary or involuntary unpaid
leave program and, under this program, make deductions from the weekly salary of an exempt
employee. In this case, the employee will be treated as non-exempt for any workweek in which
the budget-related deductions are made.
The City of Blue Earth will not make deductions from pay due to exempt employees being absent for
jury duty or attendance as a witness but will require the employee to pay back to the City any amounts
received by the employee as jury fees or witness fees.
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If the City inadvertently makes an improper deduction to the weekly salary of an exempt employee, the
City will reimburse the employee and make appropriate changes to comply in the future.
All employees, in all departments, are required to work overtime as requested by their supervisors as a
condition of continued employment. Refusal to work overtime may result in disciplinary action.
Supervisors will make reasonable efforts to balance the personal needs of their employees when
assigning overtime work.

Leave Policy for Exempt Employees
Management employees are required to work the number of hours necessary to fulfill their
responsibilities including evening meetings and/or on-call hours. The normal hours of business for
management staff are Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., plus evening meetings as necessary.
Management employees are required to use paid leave when on personal business or away from the
office for four (4) hours or more, on a given day.
Absences of less than four (4) hours do not require use of paid leave as it is presumed that the staff
member regularly puts in work hours above and beyond the normal 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday requirement. Management employees must communicate their absence to the City
Administrator or his/her designee.
If one of the above employees regularly absents themselves from work under this policy and it is found
that there is excessive time away from work which is not justified, the situation will be handled as a
performance issue. If it appears that less than forty (40) hours per week is needed to fulfill the
position’s responsibilities, the position will be reviewed to determine whether a part-time position will
meet the needs of the City. Additional notification and approval requirements may be adopted by the
City Administrator for specific situations as determined necessary.
All exempt positions, whether or not management, may require work beyond forty (40) hours per
week. In recognition for working extra hours, these employees may take some time off during their
normal working hours with supervisory approval. The time off for extra hours will not be on a one-forone basis.

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
An objective performance review system will be established by the City Administrator or designee for
the purpose of periodically evaluating the performance of City employees. The quality of an
employee’s past performance will be considered in personnel decisions such as promotions, transfers,
demotions, terminations and, where applicable, salary adjustments.
Performance reviews will be discussed with the employee. While certain components of a performance
evaluation, such as disputed facts reported to be incomplete or inaccurate are challengeable using the
city’s grievance process, other performance evaluation data, including subjective assessments, are not.
For those parts of the performance evaluation system deemed not challengeable, an employee may
submit a written response, which will be attached to the performance review. Performance reviews are
to be scheduled on a regular basis, at least annually. The form, with all required signatures, will be
retained as part of the employee's personnel file.
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During the training period, informal performance meetings should occur frequently between the
supervisor and the employee. Conducting these informal performance meetings provides both the
supervisor and the employee the opportunity to discuss what is expected, what is going well and not so
well.
Signing of the performance review document by the employee acknowledges that the review has been
discussed with the supervisor and does not necessarily constitute agreement. Failure to sign the
document by the employee will not delay processing.

BENEFITS
Health and Life Insurance
The City will contribute a monthly amount toward group health and life insurance benefits for each
eligible employee and his/her dependents. The amount to be contributed and the type of coverage will
be determined annually by the City Council. For information about coverage and eligibility
requirements, employees should refer to the summary plan description or contact the City
Administrator.
Retirement
The City participates in the Public Employees Retirement Fund (PERA) to provide pension benefits for
its eligible employees to help plan for a successful and secure retirement. Participation in PERA is
mandatory for most employees, and contributions into PERA begin immediately. The City and the
employee contribute to PERA each pay period as determined by state law. Most employees are also
required to contribute a portion of each pay check for Social Security and Medicare (the City matches
the employee’s social security and Medicare withholding). For information about PERA eligibility and
contribution requirements contact the City Administrator.
HOLIDAYS
The City observes the following official holidays for all regular full-time and part-time employees:
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
President's Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day

Labor Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Friday after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day

Official holidays commence at the beginning of the first shift of the day on which the holiday is
observed and continue for twenty-four (24) hours thereafter.
When a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be the “observed” holiday and when a
holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday will be the “observed” holiday for City
operations/facilities that are closed on holidays.
Full-time employees will receive pay for official holidays at their normal straight time rates, provided
they are on paid status on the last scheduled day prior to the holiday and first scheduled day
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immediately after the holiday. Any employee on a leave of absence without pay from the City is not
eligible for holiday pay.
Premium pay of 1.5 times the regular hourly wage for employees required to work on a holiday will be
for hours worked on the “actual” holiday as opposed to the “observed” holiday.
Employees wanting to observe holidays other than those officially observed by the City may request
either vacation leave or unpaid leave for such time off.

LEAVES
Depending upon an employee’s situation, more than one form of leave may apply during the same
period of time (e.g., The Family and Medical Leave Act is likely to apply during a worker’s
compensation absence.). An employee will need to meet the requirements of each form of leave
separately. Leave requests will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Except as otherwise stated, all paid time off, taken under any of the city’s leave programs, must be
taken consecutively, with no intervening unpaid leave. The City will provide employees with time
away from work as required by state or federal statutes, if there are requirements for such time off that
are not described in the personnel policies.

Sick Leave
Sick leave is authorized absence from work with pay, granted to qualified full-time and part-time
employees. Sick leave is a privilege, not a right.
Employees are to use this paid leave only when they are unable to work for medical reasons and under
the conditions explained below. Sick leave does not accrue during an unpaid leave of absence.
• Full-time employees will accumulate sick leave at a rate of eight (8) hours per month, up to
800 hours. Once a non-union employee accrues 800 hours of sick leave and does not use
any sick leave in the next six (6) months shall receive eight hours to be used in the same
manner as vacation.
• Part-time employees regularly scheduled to work at least 30 hours per week will accrue sick
leave on a pro-rated basis of the full time employee schedule. Employees who work an
annual average of thirty (30) to thirty-nine (39) hours per week will receive sick leave
benefits based on thirty (30) hour work week.
• Part-time employees regularly scheduled to work fewer than 30 hours per week will not
earn or accrue sick leave.
• Temporary and seasonal employees will not earn or accrue sick leave.
• Sick leave may be used only for days when the employee would otherwise have been at
work. It cannot be used for scheduled days off. Sick leave cannot be given away or traded.
Sick leave may be used as follows:
• When an employee is unable to perform work duties due to illness or disability (including
pregnancy).
• For medical, dental or other care provider appointments.
• When an employee has been exposed to a contagious disease of such a nature that his/her
presence at the work place could endanger the health of others.
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•
•
•

To care for the employee’s injured or ill children, including stepchildren or foster children,
for such reasonable periods as the employee’s attendance with the child may be necessary.
To take children, or other family members to a medical, dental or other care provider
appointment.
To care for an ill spouse, father, mother, sister or brother.

Pursuant to Minn. Stat. §181.9413, eligible employees may use up to 160 hours of sick leave in any
12-month period for absences due to an illness of or injury to the employee’s adult child, spouse,
sibling, parent, grandparent, stepparent, parent-in-law (mother-in-law and father-in-law), and
grandchild (includes step-grandchild, biological, adopted, or foster grandchild).
After accrued sick leave has been exhausted, vacation leave may be used upon approval of the City
Administrator, to the extent the employee is entitled to such leave.
To be eligible for sick leave pay, the employee will:
• Communicate with his/her immediate supervisor, as soon as possible after the scheduled
start of the work day, for each and every day absent;
• Keep his/her immediate supervisor informed of the status of the illness/injury or the
condition of the ill family member;
• Submit a physician’s statement upon request.
After an absence, a physician's statement may be required on the employee’s first day back to work,
indicating the nature of the illness or medical condition and attesting to the employee's ability to return
to work and safely perform the essential functions of the job with or without reasonable
accommodation.
Any work restrictions must be stated clearly on the return-to-work form. Employees who have been
asked to provide such a statement may not be allowed to return to work until they comply with this
provision. Sick leave may be denied for any employee required to provide a doctor’s statement until
such a statement is provided.
The City has the right to obtain a second medical opinion to determine the validity of an employee’s
worker's compensation or sick leave claim, or to obtain information related to restrictions or an
employee's ability to work. The City will arrange and pay for an appropriate medical evaluation when
it is required by the City.
Any employee who makes a false claim for sick leave will be subject to discipline up to and including
termination.
Employees must normally use sick leave prior to using paid vacation, or compensatory time and prior
to an unpaid leave of absence during a medical leave.
Sick leave will normally not be approved after an employee gives notice that he or she will be
terminating employment. Exceptions must be approved by the City Administrator.
Sick leave cannot be transferred from one employee to another. Earned sick leave has no cash value
upon termination or retirement. There is no maximum accumulation for sick leave.
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Vacation Leave
Eligibility
Vacation leave may be used as earned, subject to the approval of the department head and the City
Administrator. Vacation for non-police personnel is accrued as follows. Full-time employees will earn
vacation leave in accordance with the below schedule.
Vacation Leave Schedule
Years of Service
0-4
5–9
10 – 14
15 – 19
20+

Annual Accrual
80 Hours
96 Hours
120 Hours
144 Hours
168 Hours

Vacation Leave Police Schedule
Years of Service
0–4
5–9
10 – 14
15 – 19
20+

Annual Accrual
112
128
168
192
224

Accrual Rate
For the purpose of determining an employee’s vacation accrual rate, years of service will include all
continuous time that the employee has worked at the City (including authorized unpaid leave).
Employees who are rehired after terminating City employment will not receive credit for their prior
service unless specifically negotiated at the time of hire.
Earnings and Use
After six months of service, vacation leave may be used as it is earned, subject to approval by the
employee’s supervisor.
An employee will not earn any vacation leave for any pay period unless he/she is employed by the city
on the last scheduled work day of the pay period. Requests for vacation must be received at least
forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the requested time off. This notice may be waived at the discretion
of the supervisor and City Administrator. Vacation can be requested in increments as small as one hour
up to the total amount of the accrued leave balance. Vacation leave is to be used only by the employee
who accumulated it. It cannot be transferred to another employee.
Employees may accrue vacation leave up to a maximum of one-and-a-half (1-1/2) times the
employee’s annual accrual rate. No vacation will be allowed to accrue in excess of this amount without
the approval of the City Council. Vacation leave cannot be converted into cash payments except at
termination.
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Funeral Leave
Employees will be permitted to use up to three (3) consecutive working days, with pay, as funeral
leave upon the death of an immediate family member. This paid leave will not be deducted from the
employee’s vacation or sick leave balance. Immediate family is defined as the employee’s parents,
spouse, children, or grandparents, or spouse’s parents, or a ward of the employee’s household.
Employees shall be allowed up to one (1) working day, with pay, for the death of a grandchild, the
spouse’s grandchild, grandchild or sibling, or the employee’s son-in-law or daughter-in-law. This
leave will not be deducted from accrued sick or vacation leave.
The actual amount of time off, and funeral leave approved, will be determined by the supervisor or city
administrator depending on individual circumstances (such as the closeness of the relative,
arrangements to be made, distance to the funeral, etc.).
Military Leave
State and federal laws provide protections and benefits to City employees who are called to military
service, whether in the reserves or on active duty. Such employees are entitled to a leave of absence
without loss of pay, seniority status, efficiency rating, or benefits for the time the employee is engaged
in training or active service not exceeding a total of 15 days in any calendar year.
The leave of absence is only in the event the employee returns to employment with the City as required
upon being relieved from service, or is prevented from returning by physical or mental disability or
other cause not the fault of the employee, or is required by the proper authority to continue in military
or naval service beyond the fifteen (15) day paid leave of absence. Employees on extended unpaid
military leave will receive fifteen (15) days paid leave of absence in each calendar year, not to exceed
five years.
Where possible, notice is to be provided to the City at least ten (10) working days in advance of the
requested leave. If an employee has not yet used his/her fifteen (15) days of paid leave when called to
active duty, any unused paid time will be allowed for the active duty time, prior to the unpaid leave of
absence.
Employees returning from military service will be reemployed in the job that they would have attained
had they not been absent for military service and with the same seniority, status and pay, as well as
other rights and benefits determined by seniority. Unpaid military leave will be considered hours
worked for the purpose of vacation leave and sick leave accruals.
Eligibility for continuation of insurance coverage for employees on military leave beyond fifteen (15)
days will follow the same procedures as for any employee on an unpaid leave of absence.
Employees will be granted up to ten (10) working days of unpaid leave whose immediate family
member is a member of the United States armed forces who has been injured or killed while engaged
in active service. The 10 days may be reduced if an employee elects to use appropriate accrued paid
leave.
Unless the leave would unduly disrupt the operations of the city, employees whose immediate family
member, as a member of the United States armed forces has been ordered into active service in support
of a war or other national emergency, will be granted an unpaid leave of absence, not to exceed one
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day’s duration in any calendar year, to attend a send-off or homecoming ceremony for the mobilized
service member.
Jury Duty
Regular full-time and part-time employees will be granted paid leaves of absence for required jury
duty. Such employees will be required to turn over any compensation they receive for jury duty, minus
mileage reimbursement, to the City in order to receive their regular wages for the period. Time spent
on jury duty will not be counted as time worked in computing overtime.
Employees excused or released from jury duty during their regular working hours will report to their
regular work duties as soon as reasonably possible or will take accrued vacation or compensatory time
to make up the difference.
Employees are required to notify their supervisor as soon as possible after receiving notice to report for
jury duty. The employee will be responsible for ensuring that a report of time spent on jury duty and
pay form is completed by the Clerk of Court so the City will be able to determine the amount of
compensation due for the period involved.
Temporary and seasonal employees are generally not eligible for compensation for absences due to
jury duty, but can take a leave without pay subject to department head approval. However, if a
temporary or seasonal employee is classified as exempt, he/she will receive compensation for the jury
duty time.
Court Appearances
Employees will be paid their regular wage to testify in court for City-related business. Any
compensation received for court appearances (e.g. subpoena fees) arising out of or in connection with
City employment, minus mileage reimbursement, must be turned over to the City.
Victim or Witness Leave
An employer must allow a victim or witness, An employee who is subpoenaed or requested by the
prosecutor to attend court for the purpose of giving testimony, or is the spouse or immediate family
member (immediate family member includes parent, spouse, child or sibling of the employee) of such
victim, is entitled to reasonable time off from work to attend criminal proceedings related to the
victim’s case.
Job Related Injury or Illness
All employees are required to report any job-related illnesses or injuries to their supervisor
immediately (no matter how minor). If a supervisor is not available and the nature of injury or illness
requires immediate treatment, the employee is to go to the nearest available medical facility for
treatment and, as soon as possible, notify his/her supervisor of the action taken. In the case of a serious
emergency, 911 should be called.
If the injury is not of an emergency nature, but requires medical attention, the employee will report it
to the supervisor and make arrangements for a medical appointment.
Worker's compensation benefits and procedures to return to work will be applied according to
applicable state and federal laws.
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Pregnancy and Parenting Leave
(state law requirement for cities with 21 or more employees)
Employees who work twenty (20) hours or more per week and have been employed more than one
year are entitled to take an unpaid leave of absence in connection with the birth or adoption of a child.
under the Pregnancy and Parenting Leave Act of Minnesota. Female employees for prenatal care, or
incapacity due to pregnancy, childbirth, or related health conditions as well as a biological or adoptive
parent in conjunction with after the birth or adoption of a child as eligible for up to 12 weeks of unpaid
leave and must begin within twelve (12) months of the birth or adoption of the child. In the case where
the child must remain in the hospital longer than the mother, the leave must begin within 12 months
after the child leaves the hospital. Employee should provide reasonable notice, which is at least 90
days. If the leave must be taken in less than three days, the employee should give as much notice as
practicable. In the case of both spouses working for the same employer, each eligible employee is
entitled to 12 weeks of parental leave per 12 month period.
The leave may not exceed six weeks, and must begin within six (6) weeks after the birth or adoption
of the child.
Employees are not required to use sick leave during Parenting Leave but may use sick leave at their
option for any period of this leave for which they are unable to work due to medical reasons.
Employees are required to use accrued leave (i.e., sick leave, vacation leave, etc.) during Parenting
Leave If the employee has any FMLA eligibility remaining at the time this leave commences, this
leave will also count as FMLA leave. The two leaves will run concurrently
The employee is entitled to return to work in the same position and at the same rate of pay the
employee was receiving prior to commencement of the leave. Group insurance coverage will remain in
effect during the six (6) week Parenting Leave. available while the employee is on leave pursuant to
the Pregnancy and Parenting Leave Act, but the employee will be responsible for the entire premium
unless otherwise provided in this policy (i.e., where leave is also FMLA qualifying)
If the employee has any FMLA eligibility remaining at the time this leave commences, this leave will
also count as FMLA leave. The two leaves will run concurrently until eligibility for either leave
expires.
For employees on an FMLA absence as well, the employer contributions toward insurance benefits
will continue during the FMLA leave absence.
Administrative Leave
Under special circumstances, an employee may be placed on an administrative leave pending the
outcome of an internal or external investigation. The leave may be paid or unpaid, depending on the
circumstances, as determined by the City Administrator with the approval of the City Council.
Adoptive Parents
(state law requirement for cities with more than 21 employees)
Adoptive parents will be given the same opportunities for leave as biological parents (see provisions
for Parenting Leave). The leave must be for the purpose of arranging the child’s placement or caring
for the child after placement. Such leave must begin before or at the time of the child’s placement in
the adoptive home.
School Conference Leave
(state law requirement for cities with more than 21 employees)
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Any employee who has worked half-time or more than twelve (12) consecutive months, may take
unpaid leave for up to a total of sixteen (16) hours during any school year any 12-month period to
attend school conferences or classroom activities related to the employee's child (under 18 or under 20
and still attending secondary school), provided the conference or classroom activities cannot be
scheduled during non-work hours. When the leave cannot be scheduled during non-work hours and the
need for the leave is foreseeable, the employee must provide reasonable prior notice of the leave and
make a reasonable effort to schedule the leave so as not to disrupt unduly the operations of the city.
Employees may choose to use vacation leave hours for this absence but are not required to do so.
Bone Marrow Donation Leave
(state law requirement for cities with more than 20 employees)
Employees working an average of 20 or more hours per week may take paid leave, not to exceed 40
hours unless agreed to by the City, to undergo medical procedures to donate bone marrow or an organ.
The 40 hours is over and above the amount of accrued time the employee has earned
The city may require a physician’s verification of the purpose and length of the leave requested to
donate bone marrow or an organ. If there is a medical determination that the employee does not qualify
as a bone marrow or organ donor, the paid leave of absence granted to the employee prior to that
medical determination is not forfeited.
Elections / Voting
An employee selected to serve as an election judge pursuant to Minnesota law, will be allowed time off
without pay for purposes of serving as an election judge, provided that the employee gives the City at
least ten (10) days written notice.
All employees eligible to vote at a State general election, at an election to fill a vacancy in the office of
United States Senator or Representative, or in a Presidential primary, will be allowed time off with pay
to vote during the election day. Employees wanting to take advantage of such leave are required to
work with their supervisors to avoid coverage issues.
Regular Leave without Pay
The City Administrator may authorize leave without pay for up to thirty (30) days. Leave without pay
for greater periods may be granted by the City Council to a maximum of one (1) year.
Normally employee benefits will not be earned by an employee while on leave without pay. However,
the City’s contribution toward health, dental and life insurance may be continued, if approved by the
City Council, for leaves of up to ninety (90) days when the leave is for medical reasons and FMLA has
been exhausted.
If an employee is on a regular leave without pay and is not working any hours, the employee will not
accrue (or be paid for) holidays, sick leave, or vacation leave (annual leave). Employees who are
working reduced hours while on this type of leave will receive holiday pay on a prorated basis and will
accrue sick leave and vacation leave (annual leave) based on actual hours worked.
Leave without pay hours will not count toward seniority and all accrued vacation leave and
compensatory time must normally be used before an unpaid leave of absence will be approved.
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To qualify for leave without pay, an employee need not have used all sick leave earned unless the
leave is for medical reasons. (An employee absent for Parenting Leave is not required to use sick
leave.) Leave without pay for purposes other than medical leave or work-related injuries will be at the
convenience of the City.
Employees returning from a leave without pay for a reason other than a qualified Parenting Leave or
FMLA, will be guaranteed return to the original position only for absences of thirty (30) calendar days
or less.
Employees receiving leave without pay in excess of thirty (30) calendar days, for reasons other than
qualified Parenting Leave or FMLA, are not guaranteed return to their original position. If their
original position or a position of similar or lesser status is available, it may be offered at the discretion
of the City Administrator subject to approval of the City Council.
Family and Medical Leave
General
In accordance with the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) unpaid job protected leave will be
granted to all eligible employees (male and female) for up to twelve (12) weeks per twelve (12) month
period for any of the following reasons:
1. Birth or placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care;
2. To care for a spouse, child or parent who has a serious health condition; or
3. A serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the essential functions of the
position.
In accordance with the law, the following definitions apply:
"Caring" for someone includes psychological as well as physical care. It also includes acquiring care
and sharing care duties.
An eligible "child" is defined as a person under 18 years of age (or a person incapable of self-care
because of a physical or mental disability) who is a biological, adopted, foster, or step child, a ward of
the employee, or a person with whom the employee is charged with a parent's rights, duties and
responsibilities.
An eligible "parent" includes a biological parent or a person who was charged with a parent's rights,
duties and responsibilities over the employee when the employee was under the legal age, but doesn't
include in-laws.
"Serious health condition" is defined in Federal law, but generally includes incapacity requiring
absence from work of more than three (3) days that also involves continuing treatment by a health care
provider (includes prenatal care).
Eligibility
An eligible employee is one who has worked for the City for a cumulative period of twelve (12)
months and at least 1,250 hours during the twelve (12) month period prior to requesting the leave.
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Length of Leave
The length of FMLA leave is not to exceed twelve (12) weeks in any twelve (12) month period. The
entitlement to FMLA leave for the birth or placement of a child expires twelve (12) months after the
birth or placement of that child.
Leave Year
The 12 month period is calculated by measuring twelve months backward from the start date of the
employee’s last FMLA leave.
Notice
The employee is to give verbal or written notice to his/her supervisor at least thirty (30) days prior to
the date on which leave is to begin or if thirty (30) days notice cannot be given as much notice as
practical.
If an employee fails to give thirty (30) days notice for a foreseeable leave with no reasonable
explanation for the delay, the leave may be denied until thirty (30) days after the employee provides
notice. To the extent possible, planned medical treatment should be scheduled so that it will not unduly
disrupt the City's operations.
Medical Certification
The employee may be required to provide medical certification to support a request for leave because
of the serious health condition of a child, spouse, parent or the employee.
The medical certification is to be completed by the attending physician or practitioner and submitted to
the City Administrator within ten (10) days after requested, or as soon as is reasonably practicable.
The City may require a second (or third) opinion at the City's expense. If required, the City will select
a health care provider not regularly associated with the City.
Recertification
Recertification may be required if the employee requests an extension of the original length approved
by the City or if the employee's circumstances change. Recertification may also be required if there is a
question as to the validity of the certification or if the employee is unable to return to work due to the
serious health condition.
Intermittent Leave
Leave requested because of a serious health condition of either a family member or the employee may
be taken intermittently or on a reduced schedule if medically necessary. All requests for intermittent
leave will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
The City may require the employee to transfer temporarily to an alternative position, with equivalent
pay and benefits that better accommodates the intermittent leave than the employee’s regular position.
Fitness for Duty Certification
The City may require a medical certificate attesting to the employee's fitness for duty prior to return to
work. The fitness for duty report must be based on the particular health condition(s) for which the
leave was approved and must address whether the employee can perform the essential functions of
his/her regular job.
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The City Administrator may consult with a physician or other expert to determine reasonable
accommodations for any employee who is a "qualified disabled" employee under the ADA (Americans
with Disabilities Act). If a fitness for duty certification is required, the City may deny reinstatement
until it is provided.
Job Protection
Employees returning from Family and Medical Leave will be reinstated in their former position or a
position equivalent in pay, benefits and other terms and conditions of employment.
An employee's reinstatement rights are the same as they would have been had the employee not been
on leave. Thus, if an employee's position would have been eliminated or an employee would have been
terminated but for the leave, the employee would not have the right to be reinstated upon return from
leave.
Effect on Benefits
An employee granted leave under this policy will continue to be covered under the City's group health
and dental insurance plan under the same conditions and at the same level of City contribution as
would have been provided had they been continuously employed during the leave period. If there are
changes in the City's contribution levels while the employee is on leave, those changes will take place
as if the employee were still on the job.
The employee will be required to continue payment of the employee portion of group insurance
coverage.
Arrangements for payment of the employee's portion of premiums must be made by the employee with
the City. If an employee's contribution is more than thirty (30) days late, the City may terminate the
employee's insurance coverage (subject to COBRA requirements).
Seniority
Seniority does not accrue during any period of unpaid FMLA except as allowed when the leave is
covered by worker’s compensation). However, seniority accrued prior to commencement of FMLA
leave will not be lost.
Use of Accrued Paid Leave or Compensatory Time During Family and Medical Leave
During the Family and Medical Leave, employees must use accrued sick leave, vacation leave (annual
leave) and compensatory time prior to taking an unpaid leave unless their medical condition/injury is
covered by worker’s compensation or the absence qualifies under the state Parental Leave law (see
Parental Leave Policy).
FMLA leave counts as continued service for purposes of retirement and/or pension plans.
Records Retention
Records on FMLA leave will generally be kept with normal payroll records except that any medical
record will be maintained separately as a confidential medical record in accordance with the law.
Failure to Return from FMLA Leave
Employees who cannot return from an approved FMLA leave at the end of the approved leave period
may request an extension (up to the maximum of twelve (12) weeks allowed under FMLA). If the
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twelve (12) FMLA weeks have already been used, the employee can request to go on a regular unpaid
leave of absence. If approved, before unpaid leave begins the employee must use any accrued sick
leave, compensatory time, or vacation leave (annual leave) that remains. If the leave is approved and
unpaid, the employee will be required to pay the full cost of all group insurance, as provided under
COBRA, in order to continue coverage.
If the unpaid leave of absence is not approved or the employee fails to request additional leave, the
employee will be considered to have voluntarily resigned. If circumstances beyond the employee's
control prevented the employee from requesting additional leave, a retroactive leave request may be
allowed, subject to the City Council’s approval.
If an employee fails to return from a FMLA leave and is determined to have voluntarily quit as
described above, the City may seek reimbursement from the employee for the portion of the insurance
premiums paid by the City on behalf of that employee during the period of leave.
Reasonable Unpaid Work Time for Nursing Mothers
[MN law change effective July 1, 2014]
Nursing mothers will be provided reasonable unpaid break time for nursing mothers to express milk
for nursing her child for one year after the child’s birth. The city will provide a room (other than a
bathroom) as close as possible to the employee’s work area, that is shielded from view and free from
intrusion from coworkers and the public and includes access to an electrical outlet, where the nursing
mother can express milk in private.
Light Duty/Modified Duty Assignment
This policy is to establish guidelines for temporary assignment of work to temporarily disabled
employees who are medically unable to perform their regular work duties. Light duty is evaluated by
the City Administrator on a case-by-case basis. This policy does not guarantee assignment to light
duty.
Such assignments are for short-term, temporary disability-type purposes; assignment of light duty is at
the discretion of the City Administrator. The City Administrator reserves the right to determine when
and if light duty work will be assigned.
When an employee is unable to perform the essential requirements of his/her job due to a temporary
disability, he/she will notify the supervisor in writing as to the nature and extent of the disability and
the reason why he/she is unable to perform the essential functions, duties, and requirements of the
position. This notice must be accompanied by a physician’s report containing a diagnosis, current
treatment, and any work restrictions related to the temporary disability. The notice must include the
expected time frame regarding return to work with no restrictions, meeting all essential requirements
and functions of the city’s job description along with a written request for light duty. Upon receipt of
the written request, the supervisor is to forward a copy of the report to the city administrator. The city
may require a medical exam conducted by a physician selected by the city to verify the diagnosis,
current treatment, expected length of temporary disability, and work restrictions.
It is at the discretion of the City Administrator whether or not to assign light duty work to the
employee. Although this policy is handled on a case-by-case basis, light duty will not generally be
approved beyond six months.
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If the City offers a light duty assignment to an employee who is out on worker’s compensation leave,
the employee may be subject to penalties if he/she refuses such work. The City will not, however,
require an employee who is otherwise qualified for protection under the Family and Medical Leave
Act to accept a light duty assignment.
The circumstances of each disabled employee performing light duty work will be reviewed regularly.
Any light duty/modified work assignment may be discontinued at any time.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT PREVENTION
General
The City of Blue Earth is committed to creating and maintaining a public service work place free of
harassment and discrimination. Such harassment is a violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, the Minnesota Human Rights Act, and other related employment laws
In keeping with this commitment, the city maintains a strict policy prohibiting unlawful harassment,
including sexual harassment. This policy prohibits harassment in any form, including verbal and
physical harassment.
This policy statement is intended to make all employees, volunteers, members of boards and
commissions, and elected officials sensitive to the matter of sexual harassment, to express the city’s
strong disapproval of unlawful sexual harassment, to advise employees against this behavior and to
inform them of their rights and obligations. The most effective way to address any sexual harassment
issue is to bring it to the attention of management.

Definitions
To provide employees with a better understanding of what constitutes sexual harassment, the
definition, based on Minnesota Statute § 363.01, subdivision 41, is provided: sexual harassment
includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, sexually motivated physical contact,
or other verbal or physical conduct or communication of a sexual nature, when:
• Submitting to the conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an
individual’s employment; or
• Submitting to or rejecting the conduct is used as the basis for an employment decision affecting
an individual’s employment; or
• Such conduct has the purpose or result of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.
Examples of inappropriate behaviors that are unacceptable and therefore prohibited, even if not
unlawful in and of themselves include: unwanted physical contact; unwelcome sexual jokes or
comments; sexually explicit posters or pinups; repeated and unwelcome requests for dates or sexual
favors; sexual gestures or any indication, expressed or implied, that job security or any other condition
of employment depends on submission to or rejection of unwelcome sexual requests or behavior. In
summary, sexual harassment is the unwanted, unwelcome or repeated action of an individual against
another individual, using sexual overtones.

Expectations
The City of Blue Earth recognizes the need to educate its employees volunteers, members of boards
and commissions, and elected officials on the subject of sexual harassment and stands committed to
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providing information and training. All employees are expected to treat each other and the general
public with respect and assist in fostering an environment free from offensive behavior or harassment.
Violations of this policy may result in discipline, including possible termination. Each situation will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Employees who feel that they have been victims of sexual harassment, or employees who are aware of
such harassment, should immediately report their concerns to any of the following:
1. A supervisor;
2. City Administrator;
3. Mayor or city councilmember.
In addition to notifying one of the above persons and stating the nature of the harassment, the
employee is also encouraged to take the following steps, if the person feels safe and comfortable doing
so. If there is a concern about the possibility of violence, the individual should use his/her discretion to
call 911, and as soon as feasible, a supervisor.
1. Communicate to the harasser the conduct is unwelcome. Professionally, but firmly, tell whoever is
engaging in the disrespectful behavior how you feel about their actions, and request the person to
stop the behavior because you feel intimidated, offended, or uncomfortable. If practical, bring a
witness with you for this discussion.
2. In some situations such as with an offender from the public, it is preferable to avoid one on one
interactions. Talk to your supervisor about available options to ensure there are others available to
help with transactions with an offender.
3. To reiterate, it’s important you notify a supervisor, the city administrator, the mayor or
councilmember of your concerns. The person to whom you speak is responsible for documenting
the issues and for giving you a status report on the matter. If, after what is considered to be a
reasonable length of time (for example, 30 days), you believe inadequate action is being taken to
resolve your complaint/concern, the next step is to report the incident to the city administrator, the
mayor or the city attorney.
The city urges conduct which is viewed as offensive be reported immediately to allow for corrective
action to be taken through education and immediate counseling, if appropriate. Management takes
these complaints seriously, and has the obligation to provide an environment free of sexual harassment.
The city is obligated to prevent and correct unlawful harassment in a manner which does not abridge
the rights of the accused. To accomplish this task, the cooperation of all employees is required.
In the case of a sexual harassment complaint, a supervisor must report the allegations promptly to the
city administrator. If the city administrator is the subject of the complaint, then the supervisor is to
report the complaint to the City Attorney. A supervisor must act upon such a report even if requested
otherwise by the victim. The city will take action to correct any and all reported harassment to the
extent evidence is available to verify the alleged harassment and any related retaliation. All allegations
will be investigated. Strict confidentiality is not possible in all cases of sexual harassment as the
accused has the right to answer charges made against them; particularly if discipline is a possible
outcome. Reasonable efforts will be made to respect the confidentiality of the individuals involved, to
the extent possible.
The City is not voluntarily engaging in a dispute resolution process within the meaning of Minn. Stat.
§ 363A.28, subd. 3(b) by adopting and enforcing this workplace policy. The filing of a complaint
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under this policy and any subsequent investigation does not suspend the one-year statute of limitations
period under the Minnesota Human Rights Act for bringing a civil action or for filing a charge with the
Commissioner of the Department of Human Rights.

Special Reporting Requirements
When the supervisor is the alleged harasser, a report will be made to the city administrator who will
assume the responsibility for investigation and discipline.
If the city administrator is the alleged harasser, a report will be made to the City Attorney who will
confer with the Mayor and City Council regarding appropriate investigation and action.
If a councilmember is the alleged harasser, the report will be made to the city administrator and
referred to the City Attorney who will undertake the necessary investigation. The City Attorney will
report his/her findings to the City Council, which will take the action it deems appropriate.
Pending completion of the investigation, the city administrator may at his/her discretion take
appropriate action to protect the alleged victim, other employees, or citizens.
If an elected or appointed city official (e.g., council member or commission member) is the victim of
disrespectful workplace behavior, the City Attorney will be consulted as to the appropriate course of
action.

Retaliation
The City of Blue Earth will not tolerate retaliation or intimidation directed towards anyone who makes
a complaint of employment discrimination, who serves as a witness or participates in an investigation,
or who is exercising his/her rights, including when requesting religious or disability accommodation.
Retaliation is broader than discrimination and includes, but is not limited to, any form of intimidation,
reprisal or harassment. While each situation is very fact dependent, generally speaking retaliation can
include a denial of a promotion, job benefits, or refusal to hire, discipline, negative performance
evaluations or transfers to less prestigious or desirable work or work locations because an employee
has engaged or may engage in activity in furtherance of EEO laws.
It can also include threats of reassignment, removal of supervisory responsibilities, filing civil action,
deportation or other action with immigration authorities, disparagement to others or the media and
making false report to government authorities because an employee has engaged or may engage in
protected activities. Any individual who retaliates against a person who testifies, assists, or
participates in an investigation may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination.
If you feel retaliation is occurring within the workplace, please report your concern immediately to any
of the following:
1. Immediate supervisor;
2. City administrator;
3. Mayor or City Councilmember
4. In the event an employee feels retaliation has occurred by the city administrator or the City
Council, then reporting may be made to the City Attorney.
Supervisors who have been approached by employees with claims of retaliation will take the complaint
seriously and promptly report the allegations promptly to the city administrator, or if the complaint is
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against the city administrator to the City Attorney, who will decide how to proceed in addressing the
complaint.

RESPECTFUL WORKPLACE POLICY
The intent of this policy is to provide general guidelines about the conduct that is and is not appropriate
in the workplace or other city-sponsored social events. The City acknowledges that this policy cannot
possibly predict all situations that might arise, and also recognizes that some employees are exposed to
disrespectful behavior, and even violence, by the very nature of their jobs.
Applicability
Maintaining a respectful work environment is a shared responsibility. This policy is applicable to all
City personnel including regular and temporary employees, volunteers, firefighters, and City Council
members.
Abusive Customer Behavior
While the City has a strong commitment to customer service, the City does not expect that employees
accept verbal or other abuse from any customer. An employee may request that a supervisor intervene
when a customer is abusive, or they may defuse the situation themselves, including ending the contact.
If there is a concern about the possibility of violence, the individual should use his/her discretion to
call 911, and as soon as feasible, a supervisor. Employees should leave the area immediately when
violence is imminent unless their duties require them to remain (such as police officers). Employees
must notify their supervisor about the incident as soon as possible.

Types of Disrespectful Behavior
The following types of behaviors cause a disruption in the workplace and are, in many instances,
unlawful:
Violent behavior: includes the use of physical force, harassment, bullying, or intimidation.
Discriminatory behavior: includes inappropriate remarks about or conduct related to a person’s race,
color, creed, religion, national origin, disability, sex, pregnancy, marital status, age, sexual orientation,
gender identity, or familial status, or status with regard to public assistance.
Offensive behavior: may include such actions as: rudeness, angry outbursts, inappropriate humor,
vulgar obscenities, name calling, disrespectful language, or any other behavior regarded as offensive to
a reasonable person. It is not possible to anticipate in this policy every example of offensive behavior.
Accordingly, employees are encouraged to discuss with their fellow employees and supervisor what is
regarded as offensive, taking into account the sensibilities of employees and the possibility of public
reaction. Although the standard for how employees treat each other and the general public will be the
same throughout the city, there may be differences between work groups about what is appropriate in
other circumstances unique to a work group. If an employee is unsure whether a particular behavior is
appropriate, the employee should request clarification from their supervisor or the City Administrator.
Sexual harassment can consist of a wide range of unwanted and unwelcome sexually directed
behavior such as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature when:
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• Submitting to the conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s
employment; or
• Submitting to or rejecting the conduct is used as the basis for an employment decision affecting an
individual’s employment; or
• Such conduct has the purpose or result of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work
performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.
Sexual harassment includes, but is not limited to, the following:
• Unwelcome or unwanted sexual advances. This means stalking, patting, pinching, brushing up
against, hugging, cornering, kissing, fondling or any other similar physical contact considered
unacceptable by another individual.
• Verbal or written abuse, kidding, or comments that are sexually-oriented and considered
unacceptable by another individual. This includes comments about an individual’s body or appearance
where such comments go beyond mere courtesy, telling “dirty jokes” or any other tasteless, sexually
oriented comments, innuendos or actions that offend others. The harassment policy applies to social
media posts, tweets, etc., that are about or may be seen by employees, customers, etc.
• Requests or demands for sexual favors. This includes subtle or obvious expectations, pressures, or
requests for any type of sexual favor, along with an implied or specific promise of favorable treatment
(or negative consequence) concerning one’s current or future job.
Names and Pronouns:
Every employee will be addressed by a name and by pronouns that correspond to the employee’s
gender identity. A court‐ordered name or gender change is not required.

Employee Response to Disrespectful Workplace Behavior
All employees should feel comfortable calling their supervisor or another manager to request
assistance should they not feel comfortable with a situation. If situations involve violent behavior call
the police or ask the individual to leave the area.
If employees see or overhear a violation of this policy, employees should advise a supervisor, the city
administrator, or City Attorney promptly.
Employees who believe that disrespectful behavior is occurring are encouraged to deal with the
situation in one of the ways listed below. If there is a concern about the possibility of violence, the
individual should use his/her discretion to call 911, and as soon as feasible, a supervisor.
Step 1(a). If you feel comfortable doing so, politely, but firmly, tell whoever is engaging in the
disrespectful behavior how you feel about their actions. Politely request the person to stop the behavior
because you feel intimidated, offended, or uncomfortable. If practical, bring a witness with you for this
discussion.
Step 1(b). If you fear adverse consequences could result from telling the offender or if the matter is not
resolved by direct contact, go to your supervisor or City Administrator. The person to whom you speak
is responsible for documenting the issues and for giving you a status report on the matter no later than
ten business days after your report.
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In some situations with an offender from the public, it is preferable to avoid one on one interactions.
Talk to your supervisor about available options to ensure there are others available to help with
transactions with the offender.
Step 1(c). The city urges conduct which is viewed as offensive be reported immediately to allow for
corrective action to be taken through education and immediate counseling, if appropriate. It is vitally
important you notify a supervisor, the city administrator, the mayor or councilmember of promptly of
your concerns. Any employee who observes sexual harassment or discriminatory behavior, or receives
any reliable information about such conduct, must report it promptly to a supervisor or the city
administrator.
Step 2. If, after what is considered to be a reasonable length of time (for example, 30 days), you
believe inadequate action is being taken to resolve your complaint/concern, the next step is to report
the incident to the City Administrator or the Mayor.

Supervisor’s Response to Allegations of Disrespectful Workplace Behavior
Employees who have a complaint of disrespectful workplace behavior will be taken seriously.
In the case of sexual harassment or discriminatory behavior, a supervisor must report the allegations
promptly to the city administrator, who will determine whether an investigation is warranted. A
supervisor must act upon such a report even if requested otherwise by the victim. In situations other
than sexual harassment and discriminatory behavior, supervisors will use the following guidelines
when an allegation is reported:
Step 1(a). If the nature of the allegations and the wishes of the victim warrant a simple intervention,
the supervisor may choose to handle the matter informally. The supervisor may conduct a coaching
session with the offender, explaining the impact of his/her actions and requiring that the conduct not
reoccur. This approach is particularly appropriate when there is some ambiguity about whether the
conduct was disrespectful.
Step 1(b). Supervisors, when talking with the reporting employee will be encouraged to ask him or her
what he or she wants to see happen next. When an employee comes forward with a disrespectful
workplace complaint, it is important to note the city cannot promise complete confidentiality, due to
the need to investigate the issue properly. However, any investigation process will be handled as
confidentially as practical and related information will only be shared on a need to know basis and in
accordance with the Minnesota Data Practices Act.
Step 2. If a formal investigation is warranted, the individual alleging a violation of this policy will be
interviewed to discuss the nature of the allegations. The person being interviewed may have someone
of his/her own choosing present during the interview. Typically, the investigator will obtain the
following description of the incident, including date, time and place:
• Corroborating evidence.
• A list of witnesses.
• Identification of the offender
Step 3. The supervisor must notify the City Administrator about the allegations (assuming the
allegations do not involve the city administrator).
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Step 4. In most cases, as soon as practical after receiving the written or verbal complaint, the alleged
policy violator will be informed of the allegations. The alleged violator will have the opportunity to
answer questions and respond to the allegations. The City will follow any other applicable policies or
laws in the investigatory process.
Step 5. After adequate investigation and consultation with the appropriate personnel, a decision will be
made regarding whether or not disciplinary action will be taken.
Step 6. The alleged violator and complainant will be advised of the findings and conclusions as soon
as practicable and to the extent permitted by the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act.
Special Reporting Requirements
When the supervisor is perceived to be the cause of a disrespectful workplace behavior incident, a
report will be made to the City Administrator who will determine how to proceed in addressing the
complaint as well as appropriate discipline.
If the City Administrator is perceived to be the cause of a disrespectful workplace behavior incident, a
report will be made to the City Attorney who will confer with the Mayor and City Council regarding
appropriate investigation and action.
If a Council Member is perceived to be the cause of a disrespectful workplace behavior incident
involving City personnel, the report will be made to the City Administrator and referred to the City
Attorney who will undertake the necessary investigation. The City Attorney will report his/her findings
to the City Council, which will take the action it deems appropriate.
Pending completion of the investigation, the City Administrator may at his/her discretion take
appropriate action to protect the alleged victim, other employees, or citizens.
If an elected or appointed city official (e.g., council member or commission member) is the victim of
disrespectful workplace behavior, the City Attorney will be consulted as to the appropriate course of
action.
Confidentiality
A person reporting or witnessing a violation of this policy cannot be guaranteed anonymity. The
person’s name and statements may have to be provided to the alleged offender. All complaints and
investigative materials will be contained in a file separate from the involved employees’ personnel
files. If disciplinary action does result from the investigation, the results of the disciplinary action will
then become a part of the employee(s) personnel file(s).
Retaliation
Consistent with the terms of applicable statutes and City personnel policies the City may discipline any
individual who retaliates against any person who reports alleged violations of this policy. The City
may also discipline any individual who retaliates against any participant in an investigation,
proceeding or hearing relating to the report of alleged violations. Retaliation includes, but is not
limited to, any form of intimidation, reprisal, or harassment.
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Possession and Use of Dangerous Weapons
Possession or use of a dangerous weapon is prohibited on City property, in City vehicles, or in any
personal vehicle, which is being used for City business. This includes employees with valid permits to
carry firearms.
The following exceptions to the dangerous weapons prohibition are as follows:
• Employees legally in possession of a firearm for which the employee holds a valid permit,
if required, and said firearm is secured within an attended personal vehicle or concealed
from view within a locked unattended personal vehicle while that person is working on City
property.
• A person who is showing or transferring the weapon or firearm to a police officer as part of
an investigation.
• Police officers and employees who are in possession of a weapon or firearm in the scope of
their official duties.

SEPARATION FROM SERVICE
Resignations
Employees wishing to leave the City service in good standing must provide a written resignation notice
to their supervisor, at least ten (10) working days before leaving. Exempt employees must give thirty
(30) calendar days’ notice. The written resignation must state the effective date of the employee’s
resignation.
Unauthorized absences from work for a period of three consecutive work days may be considered as
resignation without proper notice.
Failure to comply with this procedure may be cause for denying the employee’s severance pay and any
future employment with the City.
Severance Pay
Employees who leave the employ of the City in good standing by retirement or resignation will receive
pay for 100% of unused accrued vacation (annual leave).

DISCIPLINE
General Policy
Supervisors are responsible for maintaining compliance with City standards of employee conduct. The
objective of this policy is to establish a standard disciplinary process for employees of the City of Blue
Earth. City employees will be subject to disciplinary action for failure to fulfill their duties and
responsibilities at the level required, including observance of work rules and standards of conduct and
applicable city policies.
Discipline will be administered in a non-discriminatory manner. An employee who believes that
discipline applied was either unjust or disproportionate to the offense committed may pursue a remedy
through the grievance procedures established in the City’s personnel policies. The supervisor and/or
the City Administrator will investigate any allegation on which disciplinary action might be based
before any disciplinary action is taken.
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No Contract Language Established
This policy is not to be construed as contractual terms and is intended to serve only as a guide for
employment discipline.
Process
The City may elect to use progressive discipline with any employee. There may be circumstances that
warrant deviation from the suggested order or where progressive discipline is not appropriate. Nothing
in these personnel policies implies that any city employee has a contractual right or guarantee (also
known as a property right) to the job he/she performs.
Documentation of disciplinary action taken will be placed in the employee’s personnel file with a copy
provided to the employee.
The following are descriptions of the types of disciplinary actions:
Oral Reprimand
This measure will be used where informal discussions with the employee’s supervisor have not
resolved the matter. All supervisors have the ability to issue oral reprimands without prior approval.
Oral reprimands are normally given for first infractions on minor offenses to clarify expectations and
put the employee on notice that the performance or behavior needs to change, and what the change
must be. The supervisor will document the oral reprimand including date(s) and a summary of
discussion and corrective action needed.
Written Reprimand
A written reprimand is more serious and may follow an oral reprimand when the problem is not
corrected or the behavior has not consistently improved in a reasonable period of time. Serious
infractions may require skipping either the oral or written reprimand, or both. Written reprimands are
issued by the supervisor with prior approval from the City Administrator.
A written reprimand will: (1) state what did happen; (2) state what should have happened; (3) identify
the policy, directive or performance expectation that was not followed; (4) provide history, if any, on
the issue; (5) state goals, including timetables, and expectations for the future; and (6) indicate
consequences of recurrence.
Employees will be given a copy of the reprimand to sign acknowledging its receipt. Employees’
signatures do not mean that they agree with the reprimand. Written reprimands will be placed in the
employee’s personnel file.
Suspension With or Without Pay
The City Administrator may suspend an employee without pay for disciplinary reasons. Suspension
without pay may be followed with immediate dismissal as deemed appropriate by the City Council,
except in the case of veterans. Qualified veterans will not be suspended without pay in conjunction
with a termination.
The employee will be notified in writing of the reason for the suspension either prior to the suspension
or shortly thereafter. A copy of the letter of suspension will be placed in the employee's personnel file.
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An employee may be suspended or placed on involuntary leave of absence pending an investigation of
an allegation involving that employee. The leave may be with or without pay depending on a number
of factors including the nature of the allegations. If the allegation is proven false after the investigation,
the relevant written documents will be removed from the employee’s personnel file and the employee
will receive any compensation and benefits due had the suspension not taken place.
Demotion and/or Transfer
An employee may be demoted or transferred if attempts at resolving an issue have failed and the City
Administrator determines a demotion or transfer to be the best solution to the problem. The employee
must be qualified for the position to which they are being demoted or transferred. The City Council
must approve this action.
Salary
An employee's salary increase may be withheld or the salary may be decreased due to performance
deficiencies if salary increase is dependent on performance.
Dismissal
The City Administrator, with the approval of the City Council, may dismiss an employee for
substandard work performance, serious misconduct, or behavior not in keeping with City standards.
If the disciplinary action involves the removal of a qualified veteran, who has completed his/her initial
probationary period, the appropriate hearing notice will be provided and all rights will be afforded the
veteran in accordance with Minnesota law.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Any dispute between an employee and the City relative to the application, meaning or interpretation of
these personnel policies will be settled in the following manner:
Step 1: The employee must present the grievance in writing, stating the nature of the grievance, the
facts on which it is based, the provision or provisions of the personnel policies allegedly violated and
the remedy requested, to the proper supervisor within twenty-one (21) days after the alleged violation
or dispute has occurred. The supervisor will respond to the employee in writing within seven (7)
calendar days.
Step 2: If the grievance has not been settled in accordance with Step 1, it must be presented in writing,
stating the nature of the grievance, the facts on which it is based, the provision or provisions of the
Personnel Policies allegedly violated, and the remedy requested, by the employee to the City
Administrator within seven (7) days after the supervisor’s response is due. The City Administrator or
his/her designee will respond to the employee in writing within seven (7) calendar days. The decision
of the City Administrator is final.
Waiver
If a grievance is not presented within the time limits set forth above, it will be considered "waived.” If
a grievance is not appealed to the next step in the specified time limit or any agreed extension thereof,
it will be considered settled on the basis of the City’s last answer. If the City does not answer a
grievance or an appeal within the specified time limits, the employee may elect to treat the grievance
as denied at that step and immediately appeal the grievance to the next step. The time limit in each step
may be extended by mutual agreement of the City and the employee without prejudice to either party.
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The following actions are not grievable:
• While certain components of a performance evaluation, such as disputed facts reported to be
incomplete or inaccurate are challengeable, other performance evaluation data, including
subjective assessments, are not.
• Pay increases or lack thereof; and
• Merit pay awards.
The above list is not meant to be all inclusive or exhaustive.

EMPLOYEE EDUCATION & TRAINING
The City promotes staff development as an essential, ongoing function needed to maintain and
improve cost effective quality service to residents. The purposes for staff development are to ensure
that employees develop and maintain the knowledge and skills necessary for effective job performance
and to provide employees with an opportunity for job enrichment and mobility.
Policy
The City will pay for the costs of an employee’s participation in training and attendance at professional
conferences, provided that attendance is approved in advance under the following criteria and
procedures:

Job-Related Training & Conferences
The subject matter of the training session or conference is directly job-related and relevant to the
performance of the employee’s work responsibilities. Responsibilities outlined in the job description,
annual work program requirements and training goals and objectives that have been developed for the
employee will be considered in determining if the request is job-related.
CLE or similar courses taken by an employee in order to maintain licensing or other professional
accreditation will not be eligible for payment under this policy unless the subject matter relates directly
to the employee’s duties, even though the employee may be required to maintain such licensing or
accreditation as a condition of employment with the city.
The supervisor and the City Administrator are responsible for determining job-relatedness and
approving or disapproving training and conference attendance.

Job-Related Meetings
Attendance at professional meetings directly related to the performance of the employee’s work
responsibilities do not require the approval of the City Administrator. Advance supervisor approval is
required to ensure adequate department coverage.

Request for Participation in Training & Conferences
The request for participation in a training session or conference must be submitted in writing to the
employee’s supervisor on the appropriate form. All requests must include an estimate of the total cost
(training session, travel, meals, etc.) and a statement of how the education or training is related to the
performance of the employee’s work responsibilities with the City.
Requests totaling more than $500.00 must be approved by the City Council and the City
Administrator. Documentation approving conference or training attendance will be provided to the
employee with a copy placed in the employee’s personnel file.
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Payment information such as invoices, billing statements, etc., regarding the conference or training
should be forwarded to accounting for prompt payment.
Out of State Travel
Attendance at training or conferences out of state is approved only if the training or conference is not
available locally. All requests for out of state travel are reviewed for approval/disapproval by the City
Administrator before receiving Council approval.
Compensation for Travel & Training Time
Time spent traveling to and from, as well as time spent attending a training session or conference, will
be compensated in accordance with the federal Fair Labor Standards Act.
Travel and other related training expenses will be reimbursed subject to the employee providing
necessary receipts and appropriate documentation.
Memberships and Dues
The purpose of memberships to various professional organizations must be directly related to the
betterment of the services of the City. Normally, one City membership per agency, as determined by
the City Administrator is allowed, providing funds are available.
Upon separation of employment, individual memberships remain with the City and are transferred to
another employee by the supervisor.
Travel & Meal Allowance
If employees are required to travel outside of the area in performance of their duties as a City
employee, they will receive reimbursement of expenses for meals, lodging and necessary expenses
incurred. However, the City will not reimburse employees for meals connected with training or
meetings within City limits, unless the training or meeting is held as a breakfast, lunch or dinner
meeting.
Employees who find it necessary to use their private automobiles for City travel and who do not
receive a car allowance will be reimbursed at the prevailing mileage rate as established by the City
Council, not to exceed the allowable IRS rate.
Expenses for actual meals, including sales tax and gratuity, will be reimbursed according to this policy.
A reimbursement form must be completed and itemized receipts attached. Meals are not to exceed the
IRS standard meal allowance. No reimbursement will be made for alcoholic beverages.

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT
The potential for conflicts of interest is lessened when individuals employed by the City of Blue Earth
regard the City as their primary employment responsibility. All outside employment is to be reported
to the employee’s immediate supervisor. If a potential conflict exists based on this policy or any other
consideration, the supervisor will consult with the City Administrator. Any City employee accepting
employment in an outside position that is determined by the City Administrator to be in conflict with
the employee’s City job will be required to resign from the outside employment or may be subject to
discipline up to and including termination.
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For the purpose of this policy, outside employment refers to any non-City of Blue Earth employment
or consulting work for which an employee receives compensation, except for compensation received in
conjunction with military service or holding a political office or an appointment to a government board
or commission that is compatible with City employment. The following is to be considered when
determining if outside employment is acceptable:
• Outside employment must not interfere with a full-time employee's availability during the
City’s regular hours of operation or with a part-time employee's regular work schedule.
• Outside employment must not interfere with the employee's ability to fulfill the essential
requirements of his/her position.
• The employee must not use City equipment, resources or staff in the course of the outside
employment.
• The employee must not violate any City personnel policies as a result of outside
employment.
• The employee must not receive compensation from another individual or employer for
services performed during hours for which he/she is also being compensated by the City.
Work performed for others while on approved vacation or compensatory time is not a
violation of policy unless that work creates the appearance of a conflict of interest.
• No employee will work for another employer, or for his/her own business, while using paid
sick leave from the City for those same hours.
• Departments may establish more specific policies as appropriate, subject to the approval of
the City Administrator.
City employees are not permitted to accept outside employment that creates either the appearance of or
the potential for a conflict with the development, administration or implementation of policies,
programs, services or any other operational aspect of the City.

DRUG FREE WORKPLACE
In accordance with Federal Law, the City of Blue Earth has adopted the following policy on drugs in
the workplace:
A. Employees are expected and required to report to work on time and in appropriate mental and
physical condition. It is the City’s intent and obligation to provide a drug-free, safe and secure
work environment.
B. The unlawful manufacture, distribution, possession, or use of a controlled substance on City
property or while conducting City business is absolutely prohibited. Violations of this policy
will result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination, and may have legal
consequences.
C. The City recognizes drug abuse as a potential health, safety, and security problem. Employees
needing help in dealing with such problems are encouraged to use their health insurance plans,
as appropriate.
D. Employees must, as a condition of employment, abide by the terms of this policy and must
report any conviction under a criminal drug statute for violations occurring on or off work
premises while conducting City business. A report of the conviction must be made within five
(5) days after the conviction as required by the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988.

CITY DRIVING POLICY
This policy applies to all employees who drive a vehicle on city business at least once per month,
whether driving a city-owned vehicle or their own personal vehicle. It also applies to employees who
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drive less frequently but whose ability to drive is essential to their job due to the emergency nature of
the job. The City expects all employees who are required to drive as part of their job to drive safely
and legally while on City business and to maintain a good driving record. This includes the use of seat
beats when not involved in a continuous moving operation such as patching potholes.
The city will examine driving records once per year for all employees who are covered by this policy
to determine compliance with this policy. Employees who lose their driver’s license or receive
restrictions on their license are required to notify their immediate supervisor on the first work day after
any temporary, pending or permanent action is taken on their license and to keep their supervisor
informed of any changes thereafter.
The City will determine appropriate action on a case-by-case basis.

CELLULAR PHONE USE
This policy is intended to define acceptable and unacceptable uses of cellular telephones. Its
application is to insure that cellular phone usage is consistent with the best interests of the City without
unnecessary restriction of employees in the conduct of their duties. This policy will be implemented to
prevent the improper use or abuse of cellular phones and to ensure that City employees exercise the
highest standards of propriety in their use.
General Policy
Cellular telephones that are intended for the use of City employees in the conduct of their work for the
City: Supervisors are responsible for the cellular telephones assigned to their employees and will
exercise discretion in their use. Nothing in this policy will limit supervisor discretion to allow
reasonable and prudent personal use of such telephones or equipment provided that:
• Its use in no way limits the conduct of work of the employee or other employees.
• No personal profit is gained or outside employment is served.
A supervisor may authorize an employee to use his/her own personal phone for City business and be
reimbursed by the City for those calls. An employee will not be reimbursed for business-related calls
without prior authorization from his/her supervisor.
Supervisors may also prohibit employees from carrying their own personal cell phones during working
hours if it interferes with the performance of their job duties.
Use of public resources by City employees for personal gain and/or private use including, but not
limited to, outside employment or political campaign purposes, is prohibited and subject to disciplinary
action which may include termination and/or criminal prosecution, depending on the circumstances.
Incidental and occasional personal use may be permitted with the consent of the supervisor.
Personal calls will be made or received only when absolutely necessary. Such calls must not interfere
with working operations and are to be completed as quickly as possible.
In cases where the city does not regard accounting for personal calls to be unreasonable or
administratively impractical due to the minimal cost involved, personal calls made by employees on a
city-provided cellular phone must be paid for by the employee through reimbursement to the city based
on actual cost listed on the city’s phone bill.
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Procedures
It is the objective of the City of Blue Earth to prevent and correct any abuse or misuse of cellular
telephones through the application of this policy. Employees who abuse or misuse such telephones
may be subject to disciplinary action.
Responsibility
The City Administrator, or designee, will have primary responsibility for implementation and
coordination of this policy. All supervisors will be responsible for enforcement within their
departments.

SAFETY
The health and safety of each employee of the City and the prevention of occupational injuries and
illnesses are of primary importance to the City. To the greatest degree possible, management will
maintain an environment free from unnecessary hazards and will establish safety policies and
procedures for each department. Adherence to these policies is the responsibility of each employee.
Overall administration of this policy is the responsibility of each supervisor.
Reporting Accidents and Illnesses
Both Minnesota Worker’s Compensation laws and the state and federal Occupational Safety and
Health Acts require that all on the job injuries and illnesses be reported as soon as possible by the
employee, or on behalf of the injured or ill employee, to his/her supervisor. The employee’s immediate
supervisor is required to complete a First Report of Injury and any other forms that may be necessary
related to an injury or illness on the job.
Safety Equipment/Gear
Where safety equipment is required by federal, state, or local rules and regulations, it is a condition of
employment that such equipment be worn by the employee.
Unsafe Behavior
Supervisors are authorized to send an employee home immediately when the employee’s behavior
violates the City’s personnel policies, department policies, or creates a potential health or safety issue
for the employee or others.

Access to Gender-Segregated Activities and Areas
With respect to all restrooms, locker rooms or changing facilities, employees will have access to
facilities that correspond to their affirmed gender identity, regardless of their sex at birth. The city
maintains separate restroom and/or changing facilities for male and female employees and allows
employees to access them based on their gender identity.
In any gender‐segregated facility, any employee who is uncomfortable using a shared facility,
regardless of the reason, will, upon the employee’s request, be provided with an appropriate
alternative. This may include, for example, addition of a privacy partition or curtain, provision to use a
nearby private restroom or office, or a separate changing schedule. However, the city will not require a
transgender or gender diverse employee to use a separate, nonintegrated space, unless requested by the
transgender or gender diverse employee, because it may publicly identify or marginalize the employee
as transgender.
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Under no circumstances may employees be required to use sex‐segregated facilities that are
inconsistent with their gender identity.

COMPUTER USE
Purpose
The City of Blue Earth provides employees with technology to assist them with their job duties. The
purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for employee use of all City technology including but
not limited to computer systems, voicemail systems, electronic mail ("e-mail"), the Internet and other
information systems. This policy applies to all employee use of City technology including use by
employees located on City property and off of City property. The goal of this policy is to avoid
inappropriate use of City technology and to maintain appropriate security to protect City data and
technology.
Policy Guidelines
City Ownership/Right to Access
All City technology systems are the property of the City of Blue Earth. This includes but is not
limited to all hardware, software, programs, applications, templates, internal and external e-mail
messages, facsimile (fax) messages, data, data files, and voicemail messages developed or stored on
city-owned, leased, or rented technology systems. The City reserves the right to access, retrieve and
read any data, messages or files stored on City technology and disclose any data, messages or files
without prior employee consent. Employee use of City technology is not private. This includes but is
not limited to use of internal and external e-mail and use of the Internet. Use of passwords does not
make data, messages or files private. Passwords must be disclosed to supervisors upon request and
may be bypassed by the City. By using City technology, employees consent to any monitoring of that
technology that may take place.
Copying Software & Program
Most computer software and programs are copyrighted. Employees may only copy and use software
according to the software license agreement. If there are any questions about the appropriate use of the
software, they should be directed to the City Administrator.
Backing Up/Deleting Files
The Information Systems Department backs up all data except for any files that are stored on the "C"
drive of your personal computer. Employees are expected to regularly back-up computer data files to
avoid loss through hardware failure. Employees are also expected to delete old files regularly in
compliance with the City’s record retention schedule to help maintain adequate system storage
capacity.
Copying Data/Programs onto City Computers
All data files, e-mail attachments, and/or software programs must be checked by virus detection
software before being opened or down loaded on to the City's computer system. This includes
downloading software from remote bulletin boards and any on-line services. Employees may only
download copyrighted material if allowed by an agreement posted by its author or by copyright law. If
there is any question about how to use the City's virus detection software or about appropriate use of
copyrighted material, employees should contact the City’s technology support technician.
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Checking out Equipment
When employees check out portable equipment such as laptop computers, they are expected to provide
appropriate "common sense" protection against theft, accidental breakage, environmental damage and
other risks. Desktop computers and attached devices are not to be removed from City buildings.
Inappropriate Uses of City Technology
Employees should not use City technology for any purpose that would reflect negatively on the City.
The following is a list of inappropriate uses of the City's technology which may result in disciplinary
action up to and including dismissal. This is not a complete list of inappropriate uses. If an employee
does not know whether a particular use would be allowed under this policy, he or she should check
with the City Administrator.
•

Displaying, printing or transmitting material that contains defamatory, false, inaccurate, abusive,
obscene, pornographic, profane, sexually oriented, threatening, racially offensive, or otherwise
biased, discriminatory, or illegal material.

•

Displaying, printing or transmitting material that violates City regulations prohibiting sexual
harassment.

•

Using the City's computer system or software or allowing others to use it for personal profit,
commercial product advertisement or partisan political purposes.

•

Using e-mail to solicit for commercial ventures, or charitable, religious or political causes, with
the exception of charitable campaign drives sponsored or endorsed by the City.

•

Inappropriately sharing your user ID or password to allow an individual to obtain confidential
information to which they normally would not have access.

•

Deliberately damaging or disrupting a computer system (hardware or software) or intentionally
attempting to "crash" network systems or programs.

•

Attempting to gain unauthorized access to internal or external computer systems.

•

Attempting to decrypt system or user passwords.

•

Unauthorized copying of system files or software programs.

Responsibility to Notify
Employees should notify their supervisor upon learning of violations of this policy.
Supervisor's Responsibility
Managers and supervisors are responsible for ensuring the appropriate use of computers, e-mail and
Internet access through training, supervising, coaching and taking disciplinary action where necessary.
Official Records
All data that is composed, transmitted or received on City owned, leased, or rented technology,
including internal and external electronic mail (e-mail), is considered to be part of the official records
of the City, and therefore subject to disclosure as appropriate under state and federal laws (e.g.,
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Minnesota Government Data Practices Act). Most documents will be considered public records unless
classified otherwise by state or federal law. However, employees must use the same caution in
releasing information on City technology systems as they do when releasing hard copies of
information. If in doubt about whether information is public, employees must wait to release it until
they have checked with the City Administrator.
Confidential and sensitive information, such as performance reviews, disciplinary and corrective
actions, attorney - client privileged information, personnel information, and health or medical
information should not be communicated through e-mail.
E-mail and other electronic documents must be saved in accordance with the City’s records retention
schedule if they are required for ongoing legal, fiscal, administrative, operational or research purposes.
These records should be saved to a word processing or paper file for storage according to the City's
records retention schedule. An example of this would be official correspondence on a litigated matter.
Any e-mail or other documents that does not fall into this category may be deleted immediately. If you
have questions about records retention, contact the City Administrator.
Personal Use of Technology
The City offers employees the privilege of personal use of its technology on an occasional basis, for
small personal jobs, such as typing a letter or conducting minor research on the Internet as long as
those purposes do not conflict with policies contained herein or with network rules either now in place
or as later determined to be important for the security and efficient operation of the network. This
policy is not intended to allow an employee to use City technology to run a business, conduct a
political campaign, or to promote social or religious causes or any other ongoing or large-scale use.
Personal use of City technology is not private. Personal use of city technology, even when
occasionally authorized, will not automatically provide legal immunity for negligent acts of an
employee if the employee inadvertently commits an act of disclosure of private or non-public
information while using city technology for personal uses.
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CITY OF BLUE EARTH
DNR MEETING
THURSDAY, March 19, 2017 10:00 AM
Attendees: Area Wildlife Supervisor Joe Stangel, DNR Stein
Innvaer, Council Members Glenn Gaylord, John Huisman and
Russ Erichsrud.
City Staff: City Administrator Timothy Ibisch, Police Chief
Tom Fletcher.
Area Wildlife Supervisor Joe Stangel inquired if the deer
population conflict the city has been seeing is with
car/deer collisions or the destruction of ornamental bushes
and shrubs to properties. Council Member Gaylord indicated
that he had not see very many deer lying on the streets,
but the destruction of property has been noticed on different properties within the city.
Gaylord indicated that he felt the population has to do
with not only deer looking for food but to seek refuge from
coyotes. Council Member Gaylord and Police Chief Fletcher
indicated that there have been sightings of mutilated deer
and exampled a deer that had missing part of its hind quarters.
Innvaer indicated that it might not have been a victim of
coyotes, but may want to take into consideration that the
deer may have been struck by a car or it may have eaten
something during the winter causing acidosis causing the
deer to be open to perdition.
Stangel agreed that for residence to see that is upsetting
to the resident. Mentioning that deer do use the city as a
refuge, indicating that coyotes may or not be the issue but
there is nothing that can be done with that. Killing more
Coyotes will not solve the problem because the more you
kill the more they will repopulate because Coyotes are a
density predator. Stangel offered technical assistance,
permit and special hunt frame works to help with the antlerless deer population in the city if that is something
Council would like to proceed with in the cities comfort
level would be.
Strangel indicated that out of the Nicollet office that the
DNR manage special hunts for Mankato and the East Minnesota
River Refuge hunt. When within municipalities it would be

up to the municipalities to manage the hunt, the DNR helps
facilitate the hunt, issue the permits, make it so it possible to take multiple antlerless deer to lower the population, there are options that the city would have depending
on what the comfort level maybe.
Gaylord indicated that land owners are not going to let
people hunt their land. Strangle offered a suggestion of a
special hunt if the land owners would be allowed to take
more antlerless deer.
Strangel mentioned that there is a deadline for him to put
in for a new special hunt being May 4th, not everything
would have to be in place by May 4th but some simple information for the form, giving you time to set up your framework for your hunt can be done between the deadline and the
opening of archery.
Innvaer mention that anybody in the community would be able
to organize it just needing the right person to do it.
Huisman mentioned he has had 2 people inquire about the opportunity, indicating that they are both bow hunters.
Strangel explained the plans of how the stands are placed,
and numbered on city land, procedures of checking in and
out of the hunting area and maintaining the control of the
hunt. Erichsrud inquired of the amount of deer harvested
after a hunt.
Strangel mentioned that New Ulm is between 60-80 antlerless
deer per year, Mankato is much smaller due to how they manage the hunt in that area and are under hunting the herd by
killing 30.
You can charge a fee for managing the hunt for the registration, qualification and administration fees to help cover the cost. Huisman inquired the tree stand and who would
be responsible.
Innvaer mentioned that there could be liability issues if
the city where to put in the stand, he suggested numbering
the area and letting the hunter put up their own stand.
Innvaer mentioned the hunts will need to be an ongoing
thing, indicating that with the river corridors deer will
still migrate in. With the hunts the hope is to maintain to
what the city will be able to tolerate.

Innvaer addressed what the residents would be able to do
themselves to help prevent damage to their property, sweeping of acorns, wrapping their trees, putting bird feeders
up higher, motion activated lights. It takes action on the
property owner to be part of the solution.
Strangel mentioned the City has other option to consider
maybe doing before the hunt, the possibility of doing a
survey of the deer population.
The DNR would be able to come in and do a deer survey but
that its costly with the use of a helicopter. Innvaer indicated that the cost is $580.00 per hour and then the cost
of bringing the helicopter down to the city would be additional cost to the city. Around $20,000.
There are other ways of looking at the deer population with
one being the hunters keeping a diary of how many deer
hunters see on stand with the logging of the numbers of
bucks, Does and fawns this method helps keep track of the
population over time.
Strangle suggested another option, agricultural land and
noted that agricultural land the city owns could possibly
be planted with a cover crop such as turnips to draw deer
into that area, one suggestion was the Blue Earth brush
site, Innvaer indicated that deer will find that area with
the hope it would keep the deer out of the city to find
food.
Recommendations will be taken to Council for further discussion.

RESOLUTION 18-06
CITY OF BLUE EARTH
RESOLUTION ACCEPTING BIDS
WHEREAS, pursuant to an advertisement for bids for Improvement No F17.114414, the
proposed improvement of, Moore Street from Smith Drive to 12th Street, 13th Street from Main
Street to Ramsey Street, Galbraith Street from 14th Street to North Circle Drive, 15th Street from
Galbraith Street to Ramsey Street, as detailed in the Engineering Feasibility Report, bids were
received, opened, and tabulated according to the law, and the following bids were received
complying with the advertisement: See Attached Bid List
AND WHEREAS, it appears that Holtmeier, Inc. is the lowest responsible bidder,
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA:
1. The mayor and clerk are hereby authorized and directed to enter into contract with
Holtmeier, Inc. in the name of the city of Blue Earth for the improvement of Moore Street from
Smith Drive to 12th Street, 13th Street from Main Street to Ramsey Street, Galbraith Street from
14th Street to North Circle Drive, 15th Street from Galbraith Street to Ramsey Street according
to the plans and specifications therefore approved by the city council and on file in the office of
the city clerk.
2. The city clerk is hereby authorized and directed to return forthwith to all bidders the deposits
made with their bids, except that the deposits of the successful bidder and the next lowest bidder
shall be retained until a contract has been signed.

Approved by the City Council this 16th day of April, 2018

Richard Scholtes, Mayor
(seal)

______________________________
Timothy Ibisch, City Administrator

M

1501 South State Street
Suite 100
Fairmont, MN 56031-4467
Ph:(507) 238-4738
Fax:(507) 238-4732
Bolton-Menk.com

BOLTON
& MENK

Real People. Real Solutions.

March 28,2018
Honorable Mayor and City Council
City of Blue Earth
125 West Sixth Street, P.O. Box 38
Blue Earth, MN 56013-0038
RE:

Project Recommendation and Bid Abstract
13t~' Street, 15~" Street, Moore Street &Galbraith Street Improvements
Blue Earth, Minnesota
BMI Project No. F17.114414

Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The bid letting for the above-referenced project was held on Wednesday, March 28, 2018, at 11:30 a.m. at City
Hall. Four bids were received and read. In accordance with contract requirements, a unit price bid tabulation
was prepared. Based upon the tabulation of actual unit prices, the low bidder for the project is Holtmeier
Construction, Inc. of Mankato, Minnesota. A breakdown ofthe total bid amounts and engineer's estimate is as
follows. A detailed tabulation ofthe bids is also included.
Bidders
Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Ulland Brothers, Inc.
GM Contractin ,Inc.
Duininck, Inc.
En ineer'sEstimate

Total Base Bid
$954,792.98
$1,012,921.63
$1,014,231.69
$1,380,103.35
$993,712.25

Total Bid Alternate
$538,360.17
$540,601.55
$575,144.06
$612,934.00
$650,721.00

Total Bid Amount
$1,493,153.15
$1,553,523.18
$1,589,375.75
$1,993,037.35
$1,644,433.25

The total amount ofthe low bid is $1,493,153.15, which is $151,280.10 below the engineer's estimate. Based
on the age and condition ofthe streets, we believe it would be in the City's best interest to proceed with these
improvements at this time. We believe that the bids received are competitive and responsive.
Therefore at this time, and with the understanding that the contractor will provide the necessary bonds and
insurance as required by the contract, we recommend that the City proceed with this project and award the
contract to Holtmeier Construction, Inc. in the amount of $1,493,153.15.
If you have any questions or need further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at your
convenience.
Sincerely,
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
t,tJ.

W r ~~71L---

Wesley W. Brown, P.E.
Principal Engineer
cc:
Encl.

Timothy Ibisch, City Administrator

h:\blue\f17114414\icomes\c_to others\2018-03-28 114414 recommendation letter.docx
Bolton & Menk is an equal opportunity employer.

ABSTRACT OF BIDS
13TH STREET, 15TH STREET, MOORE STREET & GALBRAITH STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
BMI PROJECT NO.: F17.114414
Bid Date: March 28, 2018

1

Engineer's Estimate
ITEM
NO.

ITEM

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

2

Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Mankato, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3

Ulland Brothers, Inc.
Albert Lea, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

4

GM Contracting, Inc.
Lake Crystal, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Duininck, Inc.
Prinsburg, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

BASE BID
1

MOBILIZATION

1.00

LS

$60,000.00

$60,000.00

$57,788.50

$57,788.50

$65,000.00

$65,000.00

$55,000.00

$55,000.00

$225,000.00

$225,000.00

2

CLEAR TREE

10.00

EA

$500.00

$5,000.00

$534.40

$5,344.00

$500.00

$5,000.00

$374.50

$3,745.00

$500.00

$5,000.00

3

GRUB TREE

17.00

EA

$250.00

$4,250.00

$160.30

$2,725.10

$225.00

$3,825.00

$374.50

$6,366.50

$150.00

$2,550.00

4

REMOVE SEWER PIPE (STORM)

150.00

LF

$5.00

$750.00

$8.00

$1,200.00

$8.00

$1,200.00

$4.35

$652.50

$8.00

$1,200.00

5

REMOVE SEWER PIPE (SANITARY)

700.00

LF

$4.00

$2,800.00

$2.00

$1,400.00

$2.00

$1,400.00

$1.10

$770.00

$2.00

$1,400.00

6

REMOVE WATERMAIN

1,125.00

LF

$5.00

$5,625.00

$5.00

$5,625.00

$5.00

$5,625.00

$1.50

$1,687.50

$3.00

$3,375.00

7

REMOVE CONCRETE PAVEMENT

25.00

SY

$15.00

$375.00

$23.00

$575.00

$15.00

$375.00

$10.00

$250.00

$9.00

$225.00

8

REMOVE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

6,600.00

SY

$4.00

$26,400.00

$2.25

$14,850.00

$2.50

$16,500.00

$2.44

$16,104.00

$5.00

$33,000.00

9

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER

2,825.00

LF

$3.00

$8,475.00

$2.00

$5,650.00

$2.25

$6,356.25

$2.00

$5,650.00

$2.50

$7,062.50

10

REMOVE CONCRETE WALK & DRIVEWAY

1,175.00

SY

$5.00

$5,875.00

$8.00

$9,400.00

$9.00

$10,575.00

$6.50

$7,637.50

$4.50

$5,287.50

11

REMOVE CATCH BASIN

4.00

EA

$250.00

$1,000.00

$175.00

$700.00

$175.00

$700.00

$250.00

$1,000.00

$325.00

$1,300.00

12

REMOVE MANHOLE

1.00

EA

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$500.00

$500.00

13

SALVAGE & REINSTALL STONE LANDSCAPE WALL

35.00

SF

$15.00

$525.00

$70.00

$2,450.00

$40.00

$1,400.00

$50.00

$1,750.00

$140.00

$4,900.00

14

REMOVE WATERMAIN VALVE BOX

3.00

EA

$200.00

$600.00

$100.00

$300.00

$100.00

$300.00

$200.00

$600.00

$325.00

$975.00

15

SALVAGE HYDRANT

2.00

EA

$200.00

$400.00

$300.00

$600.00

$300.00

$600.00

$300.00

$600.00

$700.00

$1,400.00

16

SALVAGE & REINSTALL SIGN

7.00

EA

$150.00

$1,050.00

$170.00

$1,190.00

$170.00

$1,190.00

$170.00

$1,190.00

$170.00

$1,190.00

17

REMOVE SIGN

5.00

EA

$150.00

$750.00

$25.00

$125.00

$25.00

$125.00

$25.00

$125.00

$25.00

$125.00

18

COMMON EXCAVATION (P) (EV)

3,150.00

CY

$10.00

$31,500.00

$12.50

$39,375.00

$12.25

$38,587.50

$9.80

$30,870.00

$14.00

$44,100.00

19

SUBGRADE EXCAVATION (EV)

315.00

CY

$10.00

$3,150.00

$12.50

$3,937.50

$11.00

$3,465.00

$13.00

$4,095.00

$12.00

$3,780.00

20

STABILIZING AGGREGATE (CV)

315.00

CY

$30.00

$9,450.00

$27.65

$8,709.75

$29.00

$9,135.00

$29.00

$9,135.00

$45.00

$14,175.00

21

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC, TYPE V

950.00

SY

$2.50

$2,375.00

$1.30

$1,235.00

$2.00

$1,900.00

$2.00

$1,900.00

$2.00

$1,900.00

22

SALVAGE TOPSOIL (LV)

1,030.00

CY

$10.00

$10,300.00

$5.00

$5,150.00

$17.00

$17,510.00

$14.00

$14,420.00

$26.00

$26,780.00

23

AGGREGATE SURFACING, CL 2

5.00

TON

$30.00

$150.00

$23.95

$119.75

$35.00

$175.00

$35.00

$175.00

$80.00

$400.00

24

AGGREGATE BASE, CL 5

3,825.00

TON

$17.00

$65,025.00

$13.35

$51,063.75

$18.00

$68,850.00

$18.00

$68,850.00

$24.00

$91,800.00

25

TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE

640.00

TON

$80.00

$51,200.00

$65.00

$41,600.00

$66.00

$42,240.00

$65.00

$41,600.00

$72.00

$46,080.00

26

TYPE SP 12.5 NON-WEARING COURSE

1,070.00

TON

$75.00

$80,250.00

$62.25

$66,607.50

$64.00

$68,480.00

$62.25

$66,607.50

$65.00

$69,550.00

27

BITUMINOUS PATCH

15.00

SY

$75.00

$1,125.00

$67.50

$1,012.50

$105.00

$1,575.00

$105.00

$1,575.00

$125.00

$1,875.00

28

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER, DESIGN B618

3,450.00

LF

$16.00

$55,200.00

$13.37

$46,126.50

$14.00

$48,300.00

$13.95

$48,127.50

$13.50

$46,575.00

29

CONCRETE PAVEMENT PATCH

25.00

SY

$80.00

$2,000.00

$74.80

$1,870.00

$80.00

$2,000.00

$68.89

$1,722.25

$160.00

$4,000.00

30

4" CONCRETE WALK

300.00

SY

$45.00

$13,500.00

$42.37

$12,711.00

$43.09

$12,927.00

$34.66

$10,398.00

$58.00

$17,400.00

31

6" CONCRETE WALK

70.00

SY

$50.00

$3,500.00

$84.45

$5,911.50

$85.18

$5,962.60

$89.39

$6,257.30

$81.00

$5,670.00

32

TRUNCATED DOMES

30.00

SF

$50.00

$1,500.00

$40.00

$1,200.00

$40.00

$1,200.00

$45.00

$1,350.00

$48.00

$1,440.00

33

6" CONCRETE DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT

1,180.00

SY

$50.00

$59,000.00

$64.34

$75,921.20

$71.38

$84,228.40

$55.92

$65,985.60

$66.00

$77,880.00
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ABSTRACT OF BIDS
13TH STREET, 15TH STREET, MOORE STREET & GALBRAITH STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
BMI PROJECT NO.: F17.114414
Bid Date: March 28, 2018

1

Engineer's Estimate
ITEM
NO.

ITEM

34

6" SUBSURFACE EDGE DRAIN

35

4" SUMP PUMP SERVICE STUB

36

EXPLORATORY EXCAVATION

37

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

2

Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Mankato, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3

Ulland Brothers, Inc.
Albert Lea, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

4

GM Contracting, Inc.
Lake Crystal, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Duininck, Inc.
Prinsburg, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3,275.00

LF

$12.00

$39,300.00

$8.65

$28,328.75

$9.60

$31,440.00

$8.85

$28,983.75

$12.50

$40,937.50

24.00

EA

$200.00

$4,800.00

$194.30

$4,663.20

$210.00

$5,040.00

$177.46

$4,259.04

$700.00

$16,800.00

9.00

HR

$250.00

$2,250.00

$200.00

$1,800.00

$200.00

$1,800.00

$440.00

$3,960.00

$500.00

$4,500.00

GRANULAR FOUNDATION (CV)

130.00

CY

$30.00

$3,900.00

$36.15

$4,699.50

$36.15

$4,699.50

$41.80

$5,434.00

$45.00

$5,850.00

38

GRANULAR BACKFILL (LV)

900.00

CY

$15.00

$13,500.00

$12.25

$11,025.00

$12.25

$11,025.00

$12.50

$11,250.00

$24.00

$21,600.00

39

CONNECT TO EXISTING MANHOLE (STORM)

2.00

EA

$750.00

$1,500.00

$400.00

$800.00

$400.00

$800.00

$938.86

$1,877.72

$800.00

$1,600.00

40

12" RC PIPE SEWER DES 3006 CL V

547.00

LF

$30.00

$16,410.00

$40.50

$22,153.50

$40.50

$22,153.50

$62.37

$34,116.39

$43.00

$23,521.00

41

15" RC PIPE SEWER DES 3006 CL V

31.00

LF

$35.00

$1,085.00

$49.00

$1,519.00

$49.00

$1,519.00

$64.78

$2,008.18

$52.00

$1,612.00

42

18" RC PIPE SEWER DES 3006 CL IV

29.00

LF

$40.00

$1,160.00

$54.55

$1,581.95

$54.55

$1,581.95

$69.09

$2,003.61

$60.00

$1,740.00

43

CONST DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DES R-1

41.04

LF

$250.00

$10,260.00

$276.35

$11,341.40

$276.35

$11,341.40

$241.20

$9,898.85

$350.00

$14,364.00

44

CONST DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DES 48-4020

12.28

LF

$250.00

$3,070.00

$292.85

$3,596.20

$292.85

$3,596.20

$267.89

$3,289.69

$340.00

$4,175.20

45

CASTING ASSEMBLY, STORM (R-1733)

2.00

EA

$600.00

$1,200.00

$663.60

$1,327.20

$663.60

$1,327.20

$596.82

$1,193.64

$845.00

$1,690.00

46

CASTING ASSEMBLY, STORM (R-3067-L)

10.00

EA

$650.00

$6,500.00

$732.30

$7,323.00

$732.30

$7,323.00

$720.75

$7,207.50

$570.00

$5,700.00

47

SANITARY SEWER BYPASS PUMPING

1.00

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

48

CONNECT TO EXISTING SANITARY SEWER

6.00

EA

$500.00

$3,000.00

$345.00

$2,070.00

$345.00

$2,070.00

$857.54

$5,145.24

$550.00

$3,300.00

49

CONNECT TO EXISTING MANHOLE (SANITARY)

2.00

EA

$750.00

$1,500.00

$400.00

$800.00

$400.00

$800.00

$1,487.21

$2,974.42

$1,600.00

$3,200.00

50

6" PVC PIPE SEWER SERVICE, SDR 26

1,029.00

LF

$27.00

$27,783.00

$28.10

$28,914.90

$28.10

$28,914.90

$32.27

$33,205.83

$37.00

$38,073.00

51

8" PVC PIPE SEWER, SDR 35

1,577.00

LF

$35.00

$55,195.00

$38.05

$60,004.85

$38.05

$60,004.85

$48.21

$76,027.17

$62.00

$97,774.00

52

10" PVC PIPE SEWER, SDR 35

28.00

LF

$40.00

$1,120.00

$43.65

$1,222.20

$43.65

$1,222.20

$50.54

$1,415.12

$68.00

$1,904.00

53

8"X6" PVC WYE, SDR 26

25.00

EA

$250.00

$6,250.00

$441.50

$11,037.50

$441.50

$11,037.50

$642.26

$16,056.50

$440.00

$11,000.00

54

CONST SANITARY MANHOLE, DES 48-4007

70.70

LF

$270.00

$19,089.00

$349.40

$24,702.58

$349.40

$24,702.58

$292.80

$20,700.96

$400.00

$28,280.00

55

I & I BARRIER, SANITARY MANHOLE

7.00

EA

$150.00

$1,050.00

$240.70

$1,684.90

$240.70

$1,684.90

$275.00

$1,925.00

$250.00

$1,750.00

56

CASTING ASSEMBLY, SANITARY (R-1733-G)

7.00

EA

$700.00

$4,900.00

$663.60

$4,645.20

$663.60

$4,645.20

$597.77

$4,184.39

$845.00

$5,915.00

57

ADJUST CASTING, EXTENSION RING

9.00

EA

$500.00

$4,500.00

$233.60

$2,102.40

$500.00

$4,500.00

$500.00

$4,500.00

$400.00

$3,600.00

58

TEMPORARY WATER SERVICE

1.00

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$8,050.00

$8,050.00

$8,050.00

$8,050.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

59

CONNECT TO EXISTING WATERMAIN

9.00

EA

$500.00

$4,500.00

$875.00

$7,875.00

$875.00

$7,875.00

$1,054.13

$9,487.17

$1,500.00

$13,500.00

60

1" CORPORATION STOP & SADDLE

20.00

EA

$300.00

$6,000.00

$231.50

$4,630.00

$231.50

$4,630.00

$528.14

$10,562.80

$315.00

$6,300.00

61

2" CORPORATION STOP & SADDLE

3.00

EA

$350.00

$1,050.00

$480.20

$1,440.60

$480.20

$1,440.60

$752.84

$2,258.52

$560.00

$1,680.00

62

1" CURB STOP & BOX

20.00

EA

$350.00

$7,000.00

$449.40

$8,988.00

$449.40

$8,988.00

$539.91

$10,798.20

$325.00

$6,500.00

63

2" CURB STOP & BOX

3.00

EA

$400.00

$1,200.00

$731.70

$2,195.10

$731.70

$2,195.10

$794.57

$2,383.71

$600.00

$1,800.00

64

1" PE WATER SERVICE

876.00

LF

$25.00

$21,900.00

$24.70

$21,637.20

$24.70

$21,637.20

$23.79

$20,840.04

$21.00

$18,396.00

65

2" PE WATER SERVICE

115.00

LF

$28.00

$3,220.00

$29.10

$3,346.50

$29.10

$3,346.50

$25.15

$2,892.25

$26.25

$3,018.75

66

4" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

12.00

LF

$30.00

$360.00

$36.55

$438.60

$36.55

$438.60

$20.88

$250.56

$70.00

$840.00

67

6" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

1,242.00

LF

$33.00

$40,986.00

$31.30

$38,874.60

$31.30

$38,874.60

$24.71

$30,689.82

$51.00

$63,342.00
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ABSTRACT OF BIDS
13TH STREET, 15TH STREET, MOORE STREET & GALBRAITH STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
BMI PROJECT NO.: F17.114414
Bid Date: March 28, 2018

1

Engineer's Estimate
ITEM
NO.

ITEM

68

8" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

69

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

2

Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Mankato, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3

Ulland Brothers, Inc.
Albert Lea, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

4

GM Contracting, Inc.
Lake Crystal, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Duininck, Inc.
Prinsburg, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

690.00

LF

$35.00

$24,150.00

$35.50

$24,495.00

$35.50

$24,495.00

$29.27

$20,196.30

$52.00

$35,880.00

10" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

8.00

LF

$40.00

$320.00

$48.60

$388.80

$48.60

$388.80

$32.55

$260.40

$120.00

$960.00

70

4" GATE VALVE & BOX

1.00

EA

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,022.60

$1,022.60

$1,022.60

$1,022.60

$1,759.55

$1,759.55

$1,300.00

$1,300.00

71

6" GATE VALVE & BOX

11.00

EA

$1,500.00

$16,500.00

$1,162.70

$12,789.70

$1,162.70

$12,789.70

$1,935.03

$21,285.33

$1,500.00

$16,500.00

72

8" GATE VALVE & BOX

3.00

EA

$1,750.00

$5,250.00

$1,512.40

$4,537.20

$1,512.40

$4,537.20

$2,388.72

$7,166.16

$2,000.00

$6,000.00

73

10" GATE VALVE & BOX

1.00

EA

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,154.00

$2,154.00

$2,154.00

$2,154.00

$3,086.35

$3,086.35

$2,800.00

$2,800.00

74

WATERMAIN FITTINGS

1,037.00

LB

$9.00

$9,333.00

$6.80

$7,051.60

$6.80

$7,051.60

$8.52

$8,835.24

$9.50

$9,851.50

75

HYDRANT, 7' BURY DEPTH

1.00

EA

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$3,943.80

$3,943.80

$3,943.80

$3,943.80

$4,222.69

$4,222.69

$4,100.00

$4,100.00

76

HYDRANT, 8' BURY DEPTH

2.00

EA

$4,000.00

$8,000.00

$4,060.00

$8,120.00

$4,060.00

$8,120.00

$4,354.30

$8,708.60

$4,300.00

$8,600.00

77

HYDRANT, 8.5' BURY DEPTH

1.00

EA

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$4,118.50

$4,118.50

$4,118.50

$4,118.50

$4,413.15

$4,413.15

$4,400.00

$4,400.00

78

TRACER WIRE TEST STATION AT HYDRANT

4.00

EA

$150.00

$600.00

$146.10

$584.40

$146.10

$584.40

$100.00

$400.00

$160.00

$640.00

79

ADJUST VALVE BOX

12.00

EA

$200.00

$2,400.00

$100.00

$1,200.00

$200.00

$2,400.00

$300.00

$3,600.00

$200.00

$2,400.00

80

2" POLYSTYRENE INSULATION

10.00

SY

$5.00

$50.00

$36.20

$362.00

$36.20

$362.00

$16.57

$165.70

$45.00

$450.00

81

DRAIN TILE REPAIR (4"-8")

20.00

LF

$12.00

$240.00

$34.60

$692.00

$34.60

$692.00

$25.00

$500.00

$125.00

$2,500.00

82

TRAFFIC CONTROL

1.00

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

$16,000.00

$16,000.00

$16,000.00

$16,000.00

$16,500.00

$16,500.00

$16,000.00

$16,000.00

83

EROSION CONTROL SUPERVISOR

1.00

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

84

STORM DRAIN INLET PROTECTION

18.00

EA

$250.00

$4,500.00

$150.00

$2,700.00

$110.00

$1,980.00

$110.00

$1,980.00

$110.00

$1,980.00

85

STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION EXIT

3.00

EA

$2,000.00

$6,000.00

$1,000.00

$3,000.00

$1,100.00

$3,300.00

$1,100.00

$3,300.00

$500.00

$1,500.00

86

FILTER LOG, ROCK BAG

18.00

EA

$50.00

$900.00

$15.00

$270.00

$15.00

$270.00

$15.00

$270.00

$15.00

$270.00

87

STREET SWEEPER WITH PICKUP BROOM

40.00

HR

$150.00

$6,000.00

$120.00

$4,800.00

$167.37

$6,694.80

$125.00

$5,000.00

$300.00

$12,000.00

88

RAPID STABILIZATION, METHOD 3

2.50

M GAL

$750.00

$1,875.00

$100.00

$250.00

$100.00

$250.00

$100.00

$250.00

$100.00

$250.00

89

SODDING, TYPE LAWN

90

DECIDUOUS TREE, 2" CALIPER

91

6,165.00

SY

$5.00

$30,825.00

$6.00

$36,990.00

$5.00

$30,825.00

$5.00

$30,825.00

$5.00

$30,825.00

17.00

EA

$500.00

$8,500.00

$418.00

$7,106.00

$418.00

$7,106.00

$418.00

$7,106.00

$418.00

$7,106.00

TRANSPLANT TREE

3.00

EA

$250.00

$750.00

$285.00

$855.00

$285.00

$855.00

$285.00

$855.00

$285.00

$855.00

92

INSTALL SIGN POST

3.00

EA

$150.00

$450.00

$70.00

$210.00

$70.00

$210.00

$70.00

$210.00

$70.00

$210.00

93

SIGN PANEL, TYPE C

14.25

SF

$45.00

$641.25

$40.00

$570.00

$40.00

$570.00

$40.00

$570.00

$40.00

$570.00

94

8" SOLID LINE, WHITE (CROSSWALK)

260.00

LF

$4.00

$1,040.00

$4.00

$1,040.00

$4.00

$1,040.00

$4.00

$1,040.00

$3.84

$998.40

TOTAL BASE BID:
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$993,712.25

$954,792.98
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$1,012,921.63

$1,014,231.69

$1,380,103.35

ABSTRACT OF BIDS
13TH STREET, 15TH STREET, MOORE STREET & GALBRAITH STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
BMI PROJECT NO.: F17.114414
Bid Date: March 28, 2018

1

Engineer's Estimate
ITEM
NO.

ITEM

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

2

Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Mankato, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3

Ulland Brothers, Inc.
Albert Lea, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

4

GM Contracting, Inc.
Lake Crystal, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Duininck, Inc.
Prinsburg, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

BID ALTERNATE
95

MOBILIZATION

1.00

LS

$40,000.00

$40,000.00

$45,977.32

$45,977.32

$46,000.00

$46,000.00

$36,000.00

$36,000.00

$27,000.00

$27,000.00

96

CLEAR TREE

8.00

EA

$500.00

$4,000.00

$534.40

$4,275.20

$500.00

$4,000.00

$374.50

$2,996.00

$500.00

$4,000.00

97

GRUB TREE

8.00

EA

$250.00

$2,000.00

$160.30

$1,282.40

$150.00

$1,200.00

$374.50

$2,996.00

$150.00

$1,200.00

98

REMOVE WATERMAIN

200.00

LF

$5.00

$1,000.00

$5.00

$1,000.00

$5.00

$1,000.00

$1.50

$300.00

$4.00

$800.00

99

REMOVE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

1,800.00

SY

$4.00

$7,200.00

$4.00

$7,200.00

$9.00

$16,200.00

$10.93

$19,674.00

$7.00

$12,600.00

100

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER

900.00

LF

$3.00

$2,700.00

$5.35

$4,815.00

$4.00

$3,600.00

$4.00

$3,600.00

$4.00

$3,600.00

101

REMOVE CONCRETE WALK & DRIVEWAY

100.00

SY

$5.00

$500.00

$10.60

$1,060.00

$9.00

$900.00

$8.00

$800.00

$7.00

$700.00

102

REMOVE MANHOLE

2.00

EA

$250.00

$500.00

$250.00

$500.00

$250.00

$500.00

$300.00

$600.00

$350.00

$700.00

103

REMOVE WATERMAIN VALVE BOX

4.00

EA

$200.00

$800.00

$100.00

$400.00

$100.00

$400.00

$200.00

$800.00

$400.00

$1,600.00

104

SALVAGE WATERMAIN VALVE

4.00

EA

$200.00

$800.00

$250.00

$1,000.00

$250.00

$1,000.00

$250.00

$1,000.00

$325.00

$1,300.00

105

SALVAGE HYDRANT

1.00

EA

$200.00

$200.00

$300.00

$300.00

$300.00

$300.00

$300.00

$300.00

$700.00

$700.00

106

SALVAGE TOPSOIL (LV)

290.00

CY

$10.00

$2,900.00

$0.01

$2.90

$17.00

$4,930.00

$14.00

$4,060.00

$30.00

$8,700.00

107

AGGREGATE SURFACING, CL 2

16.00

TON

$30.00

$480.00

$23.95

$383.20

$35.00

$560.00

$35.00

$560.00

$80.00

$1,280.00

108

MILL BITUMINOUS SURFACE (TRANSITION 2" TO 0")

SY

$5.00

$15,500.00

$3.00

$9,300.00

$3.00

$9,300.00

$3.00

$9,300.00

$2.10

$6,510.00

109

TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE

TON

$80.00

$64,000.00

$65.00

$52,000.00

$65.00

$52,000.00

$65.00

$52,000.00

$72.00

$57,600.00

110

BITUMINOUS PATCH

1,800.00

SY

$65.00

$117,000.00

$33.45

$60,210.00

$33.00

$59,400.00

$33.00

$59,400.00

$50.00

$90,000.00

111

REPAIR CURB & GUTTER, DESIGN B618

900.00

LF

$25.00

$22,500.00

$20.37

$18,333.00

$21.00

$18,900.00

$27.84

$25,056.00

$21.90

$19,710.00

112

4" CONCRETE WALK

5.00

SY

$45.00

$225.00

$42.37

$211.85

$43.09

$215.45

$34.24

$171.20

$138.00

$690.00

113

6" CONCRETE WALK

14.00

SY

$50.00

$700.00

$84.45

$1,182.30

$85.21

$1,192.94

$90.00

$1,260.00

$100.00

$1,400.00

114

TRUNCATED DOMES

20.00

SF

$50.00

$1,000.00

$40.00

$800.00

$40.00

$800.00

$45.00

$900.00

$48.00

$960.00

115

6" CONCRETE DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT

95.00

SY

$50.00

$4,750.00

$64.34

$6,112.30

$71.39

$6,782.05

$56.16

$5,335.20

$61.00

$5,795.00

116

EXPLORATORY EXCAVATION

8.00

HR

$250.00

$2,000.00

$200.00

$1,600.00

$200.00

$1,600.00

$440.00

$3,520.00

$500.00

$4,000.00

117

GRANULAR FOUNDATION (CV)

20.00

CY

$30.00

$600.00

$36.15

$723.00

$36.15

$723.00

$41.00

$820.00

$45.00

$900.00

118

GRANULAR BACKFILL (LV)

50.00

CY

$15.00

$750.00

$12.25

$612.50

$12.25

$612.50

$12.50

$625.00

$24.00

$1,200.00

119

SANITARY SEWER BYPASS PUMPING

1.00

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

120

CONNECT TO EXISTING SANITARY SEWER

5.00

EA

$500.00

$2,500.00

$326.70

$1,633.50

$326.70

$1,633.50

$1,697.92

$8,489.60

$550.00

$2,750.00

121

6" PVC PIPE SEWER SERVICE, SDR 26

202.00

LF

$27.00

$5,454.00

$38.40

$7,756.80

$38.40

$7,756.80

$47.28

$9,550.56

$40.00

$8,080.00

122

8" PVC PIPE SEWER, SDR 35

30.00

LF

$35.00

$1,050.00

$40.55

$1,216.50

$40.55

$1,216.50

$75.44

$2,263.20

$52.00

$1,560.00

123

10" PVC PIPE SEWER, SDR 35

10.00

LF

$40.00

$400.00

$50.35

$503.50

$50.35

$503.50

$76.69

$766.90

$78.00

$780.00

124

C.I.P.P. LINING, 8" SANITARY

1,108.00

LF

$40.00

$44,320.00

$22.50

$24,930.00

$19.50

$21,606.00

$22.50

$24,930.00

$32.00

$35,456.00

125

C.I.P.P. LINING, 10" SANITARY

777.00

LF

$45.00

$34,965.00

$24.00

$18,648.00

$24.50

$19,036.50

$24.00

$18,648.00

$36.00

$27,972.00

126

TRIMMING PROTRUDING TAP

5.00

EA

$750.00

$3,750.00

$100.00

$500.00

$275.00

$1,375.00

$100.00

$500.00

$100.00

$500.00

127

REINSTATE SANITARY SERVICE

38.00

EA

$250.00

$9,500.00

$150.00

$5,700.00

$90.00

$3,420.00

$150.00

$5,700.00

$150.00

$5,700.00
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ABSTRACT OF BIDS
13TH STREET, 15TH STREET, MOORE STREET & GALBRAITH STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
BMI PROJECT NO.: F17.114414
Bid Date: March 28, 2018

1

Engineer's Estimate
ITEM
NO.

ITEM

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

2

Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Mankato, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

3

Ulland Brothers, Inc.
Albert Lea, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

4

GM Contracting, Inc.
Lake Crystal, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

Duininck, Inc.
Prinsburg, Minnesota
UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

128

8"X6" PVC WYE, SDR 26

3.00

EA

$250.00

$750.00

$686.30

$2,058.90

$686.30

$2,058.90

$1,060.83

$3,182.49

$460.00

$1,380.00

129

10"X6" PVC WYE, SDR 26

2.00

EA

$300.00

$600.00

$826.10

$1,652.20

$826.10

$1,652.20

$1,149.63

$2,299.26

$775.00

$1,550.00

130

CONST SANITARY MANHOLE, DES 48-4007

30.20

LF

$270.00

$8,154.00

$462.00

$13,952.40

$462.00

$13,952.40

$312.55

$9,439.01

$420.00

$12,684.00

131

PIPE SEWER - POINT REPAIR, SANITARY

4.00

EA

$1,500.00

$6,000.00

$1,975.00

$7,900.00

$1,975.00

$7,900.00

$2,335.00

$9,340.00

$2,500.00

$10,000.00

132

I & I BARRIER, SANITARY MANHOLE

3.00

EA

$150.00

$450.00

$240.70

$722.10

$240.70

$722.10

$275.00

$825.00

$250.00

$750.00

133

CASTING ASSEMBLY, SANITARY (R-1733-G)

3.00

EA

$700.00

$2,100.00

$663.60

$1,990.80

$663.60

$1,990.80

$597.55

$1,792.65

$845.00

$2,535.00

134

ADJUST CASTING, EXTENSION RING

14.00

EA

$500.00

$7,000.00

$233.60

$3,270.40

$250.00

$3,500.00

$356.69

$4,993.66

$400.00

$5,600.00

135

TEMPORARY WATER SERVICE

1.00

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$10,850.00

$10,850.00

$10,850.00

$10,850.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

136

CONNECT TO EXISTING WATERMAIN

7.00

EA

$500.00

$3,500.00

$1,715.00

$12,005.00

$1,715.00

$12,005.00

$1,609.61

$11,267.27

$1,700.00

$11,900.00

137

1" CORPORATION STOP & SADDLE

22.00

EA

$300.00

$6,600.00

$331.50

$7,293.00

$331.50

$7,293.00

$528.12

$11,618.64

$315.00

$6,930.00

138

2" CORPORATION STOP & SADDLE

5.00

EA

$350.00

$1,750.00

$579.10

$2,895.50

$579.10

$2,895.50

$728.21

$3,641.05

$560.00

$2,800.00

139

1" CURB STOP & BOX

26.00

EA

$350.00

$9,100.00

$449.40

$11,684.40

$449.40

$11,684.40

$539.90

$14,037.40

$325.00

$8,450.00

140

2" CURB STOP & BOX

5.00

EA

$400.00

$2,000.00

$775.40

$3,877.00

$775.40

$3,877.00

$794.55

$3,972.75

$600.00

$3,000.00

141

1" PE WATER SERVICE

955.00

LF

$25.00

$23,875.00

$32.95

$31,467.25

$32.95

$31,467.25

$23.79

$22,719.45

$23.00

$21,965.00

142

2" PE WATER SERVICE

270.00

LF

$28.00

$7,560.00

$34.35

$9,274.50

$34.35

$9,274.50

$25.16

$6,793.20

$28.00

$7,560.00

143

4" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

23.00

LF

$30.00

$690.00

$46.55

$1,070.65

$46.55

$1,070.65

$20.84

$479.32

$69.00

$1,587.00

144

6" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

157.00

LF

$33.00

$5,181.00

$49.30

$7,740.10

$49.30

$7,740.10

$23.30

$3,658.10

$55.00

$8,635.00

145

8" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18

34.00

LF

$35.00

$1,190.00

$53.50

$1,819.00

$53.50

$1,819.00

$29.50

$1,003.00

$75.00

$2,550.00

146

6" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18 (DIRECTIONAL DRILLED)

1,096.00

LF

$50.00

$54,800.00

$36.00

$39,456.00

$36.00

$39,456.00

$40.68

$44,585.28

$52.00

$56,992.00

147

8" PVC WATERMAIN, DR 18 (DIRECTIONAL DRILLED)

791.00

LF

$55.00

$43,505.00

$41.50

$32,826.50

$41.50

$32,826.50

$48.21

$38,134.11

$61.00

$48,251.00

148

4" GATE VALVE & BOX

2.00

EA

$1,500.00

$3,000.00

$1,022.60

$2,045.20

$1,022.60

$2,045.20

$2,623.91

$5,247.82

$1,300.00

$2,600.00

149

6" GATE VALVE & BOX

6.00

EA

$1,500.00

$9,000.00

$1,163.50

$6,981.00

$1,163.50

$6,981.00

$2,799.40

$16,796.40

$1,500.00

$9,000.00

150

8" GATE VALVE & BOX

2.00

EA

$1,750.00

$3,500.00

$1,512.40

$3,024.80

$1,512.40

$3,024.80

$3,244.51

$6,489.02

$2,000.00

$4,000.00

151

WATERMAIN FITTINGS

953.00

LB

$9.00

$8,577.00

$7.00

$6,671.00

$7.00

$6,671.00

$14.15

$13,484.95

$9.50

$9,053.50

152

HYDRANT, 8' BURY DEPTH

1.00

EA

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$4,060.00

$4,060.00

$4,060.00

$4,060.00

$5,218.66

$5,218.66

$4,300.00

$4,300.00

153

HYDRANT, 8.5' BURY DEPTH

1.00

EA

$4,000.00

$4,000.00

$4,118.50

$4,118.50

$4,118.50

$4,118.50

$5,277.51

$5,277.51

$4,400.00

$4,400.00

154

TRACER WIRE TEST STATION AT HYDRANT

2.00

EA

$150.00

$300.00

$146.10

$292.20

$146.10

$292.20

$89.88

$179.76

$160.00

$320.00

155

ADJUST VALVE BOX

6.00

EA

$200.00

$1,200.00

$100.00

$600.00

$400.00

$2,400.00

$208.19

$1,249.14

$200.00

$1,200.00

156

TRAFFIC CONTROL

1.00

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$500.00

$500.00

157

EROSION CONTROL SUPERVISOR

1.00

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$0.01

$0.01

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

158

STORM DRAIN INLET PROTECTION

16.00

EA

$250.00

$4,000.00

$150.00

$2,400.00

$110.00

$1,760.00

$110.00

$1,760.00

$110.00

$1,760.00

159

FILTER LOG, ROCK BAG

10.00

EA

$50.00

$500.00

$15.00

$150.00

$15.00

$150.00

$15.00

$150.00

$15.00

$150.00

160

STREET SWEEPER WITH PICKUP BROOM

5.00

HR

$150.00

$750.00

$120.00

$600.00

$187.46

$937.30

$125.00

$625.00

$300.00

$1,500.00

161

SODDING, TYPE LAWN

1,745.00

SY

$5.00

$8,725.00

$10.50

$18,322.50

$6.50

$11,342.50

$6.50

$11,342.50

$6.50

$11,342.50
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ABSTRACT OF BIDS
13TH STREET, 15TH STREET, MOORE STREET & GALBRAITH STREET IMPROVEMENTS
BLUE EARTH, MINNESOTA
BMI PROJECT NO.: F17.114414
Bid Date: March 28, 2018

1

Engineer's Estimate
ITEM
NO.

2

Holtmeier Construction, Inc.
Mankato, Minnesota

3

Ulland Brothers, Inc.
Albert Lea, Minnesota

4

GM Contracting, Inc.
Lake Crystal, Minnesota

Duininck, Inc.
Prinsburg, Minnesota

ITEM

APPROX.
QUANT.

162

DECIDUOUS TREE, 2" CALIPER

6.00

EA

$500.00

$3,000.00

$418.00

$2,508.00

$418.00

$2,508.00

$418.00

$2,508.00

$418.00

$2,508.00

163

4" SOLID LINE, WHITE

240.00

LF

$3.00

$720.00

$1.80

$432.00

$1.80

$432.00

$1.80

$432.00

$1.20

$288.00

164

PAVEMENT MESSAGE SYMBOL, WHITE

2.00

EA

$300.00

$600.00

$90.00

$180.00

$90.00

$180.00

$90.00

$180.00

$75.00

$150.00

3/28/2018 2:11 PM

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

UNIT PRICE

AMOUNT

TOTAL BID ALTERNATE:

$650,721.00

$538,360.17

$540,601.55

$575,144.06

$612,934.00

TOTAL BASE BID & BID ALTERNATE:

$1,644,433.25

$1,493,153.15

$1,553,523.18

$1,589,375.75

$1,993,037.35
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Donations
for Council Approval
April 16, 2018

DONATION AMOUNT

DONATION DATE

DONATION DESIGNATED USE

All Funds

$
$
$
$
$

500.00
5.00
20.00
362.00
887.00

$

887.00 Total donations for Council approval, April 16, 2018

General Fund
General Fund
General Fund

General Fund
1st Quarter 2018 Donations

Library SMIF Donation
Library Donation
Jim Dols Memorial
Senior Center coffee fund

INVESTMENT SCHEDULE
CITY OF BLUE EARTH
APRIL 16, 2018

INSTITUTION

INSTRUMENT

INTEREST

TERM

GENERAL CHECKING ACCT#415017300

1.96%

N/A

INSTRUMENT

INTEREST

MATURITY

CURRENT

CURRENT INVESTMENTS
FIRST BANK OF BE

INSTITUTION

4/11/2018 $

MATURITY

4,852,518

CURRENT

LONG TERM INVESTMENTS
1. NORHTLAND SECURITIES
2. NORTHLAND SECURITIES
3. NORTHLAND SECURITIES

4. MORGAN STANLEY
5. MORGAN STANLEY
6. MORGAN STANLEY
7. MORGAN STANLEY
8. MORGAN STANLEY
9. MORGAN STANLEY

MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
FEDERAL SECURITY
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT
CERT. OF DEPOSIT

GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT
STREET FUND RESERVE
GENERAL INVESTMENT
GENERAL INVESTMENT

6/1/2018
2/1/2020
5/24/2024
6/15/2020
9/9/2019
9/9/2020
9/9/2024
1/11/2021
8/21/2018

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

75,000
55,000
175,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
200,000
200,000
200,000

TOTAL LONG TERM INVESTMENTS
1. Municipal Bonds. Linn County IA Mooday Rating AAA. Bldg. Improvements-Series B Build America Bonds. 3.0% interest paid semi annual on June 01 and Dec. 01. Maturity 6/01/20
2. Lakeville MN Str. Reconstruction Series A Build America Bonds. 4.65% interest paid semi annual on Feb.& Aug. Maturity 2/01/2020.
3. Federal Home Loan Banks fixed interest rate of 2.18% paid semi annual on 5/24 and 11/24. Call date 5/24/2017 and maturity date 5/24/2024.
4. Certificate of Deposit. Comenity Bank. 1.90% interest paid monthly. Maturity date 6/15/2020.
5. Certificate of Deposit. Goldman Sachs New York. 2% interest rate paid semi annual on March 9th and September 9th. Maturity 9/9/2019.
6. Certificate of Deposit. Goldman Sachs New York. 2.25% interest rate paid semi annual on March 9th and September 9th. Maturity 9/9/2020.
7. Certificate of Deposit. HSCB Bank USA NA MC Lean VA FID. 2% interest paid semi annual on March 9th and September 9th each year. Next call 9/9/2017. Maturity date 9/9/2024.
8. Certificate of Deposit. Capital One Bank Glen Allen VA. 2.05% interest paid semi annual on January and July 11th each year.
9. Certificate of Deposit. MS Bank Salt Lake City, UT. 1.900% interest paid at matrity date of 8/21/2018

Name

Gross Pay

Net Pay

ANDERSON, STEVE

3,044.95

2,163.34

ANKENY, BONNIE L.

1,671.46

924.87

31.32

28.93

ARENDS, RENE

1,738.83

1,212.00

BELL, WESLEY H.

BELL, BODEY G.

632.78

324.98

BERGEMANN, BRANDON A.

167.90

148.35

3,453.87

2,216.23

BROOKS, LESTER J.

222.20

205.20

BROWN, JARED M.

655.12

466.04

CASSEM, MARLYN W.

250.00

230.87

1,444.80

1,015.97

BONIN, CHAD R.

CHILDS, DAVID R.
COLE, WENDY L.

250.00

211.56

1,943.20

1,284.45

588.53

483.43

DAVIS, TAMMY

1,687.84

1,221.38

DAVIS, TERRY L.

1,181.31

809.07

ECKHARDT, CORINNE A.

516.32

411.79

ERICHSRUD, RUSSELL W.

250.00

230.87

2,131.20

1,280.64

CROFTON, JOSHUA A.
CROOM, JANICE L.

FELION, MELISSA K.
FENSKE, KIMBERLY J.
FLETCHER, THOMAS W.
FRANTA, MARY P.

270.20

249.53

3,225.86

1,893.69

156.00

84.07

2,398.65

1,494.96

GAYLORD, GLENN

250.00

219.33

GAYLORD, JANET

444.28

357.41

GAYDON, EVA C.

HAASE, MARK D.
HALL, MICHELLE J.
HALVORSON, BRYAN W.
HAUGH, THAREN R.
HEARN, STACY L. FUCHS

52.20

48.20

1,845.09

980.39

146.16

105.48

2,033.62

1,364.04

81.14

74.93

HEENAN, MARK W.

2,039.44

1,475.82

HOLLAND, JAMISON R.

3,441.82

2,240.73

HUISMAN, JOHN

250.00

230.87

IBISCH, TIMOTHY

3,632.00

1,719.25

JAHNKE, LINDA J.

1,407.76

1,066.37

260.55

223.68

MADSON, NICK J.

167.90

144.15

OLSON, DAVID L.

1,175.20

861.36

PAUKERT, JORDAN R.

419.75

342.28

PETERSON, JACOB G.

335.80

259.15

1,585.60

1,118.43

KITTLESON, LISA F.

ROGGENKAMP, ECHO M.
ROSILLO, STEPHANY A.

70.28

64.90

SANDERS, CRYSTAL J.

198.36

150.29

SCHOLTES, RICHARD A.

400.00

369.40

SKAARE, KEVIN

2,327.50

1,341.05

SONNICKSEN, STEVE D.

1,838.48

1,346.36

213.75

183.66

TESCH, MICHAEL L.
WARNER, DANIEL P.
WELLS, CRAIG
TOTAL

250.00
$

2,378.11
55,157.13 $

230.87
1,714.37
36,824.99

To: City Council
Date: 4/16/18
Agenda Heading: City Administrator’s Report
“The income tax has made liars out of more Americans than golf.”
-- Will Rodgers
•

HRA-Southwest MN Housing. The HRA and member of the EDA will be venturing out to
Worthington to review some recent housing developments that have been completed. Our
goal is to ascertain whether or not we would like to pursue a working relationship with
SWMHP. This is especially important as we identify options for townhome development.
Included in the packet are some of the recent models they’ve used.

•

Bill Adding Local Sales Tax to LGA Formula to Be Heard. The House Property Tax and
Local Government Finance Division heard HF 3830 on April 11. The bill, offered by Rep.
Cal Bahr (R-East Bethel), would include local option sales tax revenue in the local
government aid (LGA) formula measure of tax capacity, thereby reducing LGA to cities
with local option sales taxes. According to House Research, in the first year of the phase-in
under the bill, roughly $3 million in LGA will be shifted away from cities with local sales
taxes to all other cities. When fully phased in, the amount of LGA shifted between cities
will total roughly $39 million.
House Research has not yet posted a city-by-city run on the effects of the bill. The structure
of the LGA formula, including limits on annual losses and the phase-in of the consideration
of local sales tax revenues, will likely buffer the impact on the LGA formula distribution for
cities with local sales taxes. When this is complete I will get it sent out to the Council as it
might change the calculus on whether we want to finalize our own sales tax in 2019.

•

Giant Museum Groundbreaking. The ceremony on April 11th at 10 am was well attended
and thanks to the Councilmembers that joined in. The Mayor, Councilmen Erichsrud,
Cassem, and Huisman were in attendance as was I. Additionally; about 2 dozen members of
the public were there. We’re excited to be moving forward and I have finalized the
paperwork with the State to begin using the Legacy funds. This project in total will be
around $1 million however with the contribution from the Legacy and City we have a need
of approximately $500,000 which will be filled with lease revenue and donations.

•

LMC 2018 Policy Committees. Dates are set for the 2018 League legislative policy
committee meetings. I know the Council has broached wanting to stay abreast of the
statewide situation and this is a great opportunity to join your city colleagues for discussion
about municipal legislative issues. At the first meeting in July, members hear a briefing of
the previous legislative session from LMC staff, network with one another by sharing issues

of interest that are related to the committee, and begin to look at policies to edit, delete, or
add. At the second meeting in August, members usually hear from guest speakers from state
agencies, interest groups, legislators, and other local officials to learn more about a specific
issue of interest to the group. During the third meeting in September, members continue
their work discussing edits to existing or new policies and vote to approve their policies. Let
me know if you are interested!

• Street Committee Recommendations. The Street Subcommittee met and reviewed the

13th/Moore bids. They felt that they were very good and recommended that the complete
project proceed in 2018 as planned. Furthermore, they reviewed and approved a new 5 year
plan for street projects that includes the additional concrete section of the frontage road that
runs along 169 to the west. They felt that a feasibility study should commence and that
would allow that project to begin in 2019. Moreover, they believe that starting the Sailor
Street corridor is prudent and want to begin work on the northernmost 25% of the project.

•

EDA. The EDA Board met and recommended adding Peggy Olson as its 7th member. This
brings the board back up to full strength. Additionally, they discussed a number of topics
including how to support the school district in more vocational training programs and also a
new business appreciation program. The EDA is working diligently at trying to find a
solution for the 3 Sisters project as well. They are reviewing options and decided to continue
working with Connect the Grey but, also to allow other interested parties to review the site
and buildings. Let me know if you have any questions.

•

Sewer Plant updates work Completed Last Month:
 Completed 95% of the concrete pours in the Pretreatment Building, 80% in the Effluent
Lift Station and 25% in the Influent Lift Station
 Completed Effluent Lift Station Pipe Tie-In
 Completed backfilling in the Pretreatment Building and poured floor slab
 Completed the vapor barrier installation in the Control Building
 Completed approximately 50% of building plumbing
 Completed Aeration Basin and chemical feed pipe repair
 Installed “
Shoe”lift of the Influent Lift Station
 Installed the gates and butterfly valves in the Aeration Basin No. 2
Electrical Work currently on-hold.
Work Planned for this Month & Schedule Update
 Complete Control Building plumbing and process piping
 Finish Control Building brick work
 Complete remaining pours of Effluent Lift Station and backfill
 Complete remaining pours on the Influent Lift Station
 Complete Aeration Basin 1 pump and pipe tie-ins
 Install Mixers and RAS piping in Digester Building
 Site pipe – Work will start as weather permits
 Complete Electrical and Control Submittals
 Install underground conduit as weather permits

Meetings and Events Attended
April 2
April 3

April 4

April 7
April 9
April 10
April 11

April 12

April 13
April 14
April 16

Worksession
Regular Council
CEDA
Kiwanis
First Bank Reception
City Attorney
City Engineer
Street Committee
American Legion Chicken Fry
HRA
American Legion
Kiwanis
Eagles Club
Chamber of Commerce Groundbreaking
City Engineer
CEDA
City Attorney
Blue Earth EDA
REV Meeting
BE Light&Water Conference Call
David Drown TIF and Tax Abatement Training (Mankato)
Community Foundation Gala
Midwest IT
Worksession
Regular Council

